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ABSTRACT In the future, assistive robots will spread to everyday settings and regularly interact with
humans. This paper introduces a deployment approach for assistive robotic applications where human-robot
interaction is the main element. The deployment infrastructure hinges on a model-to-code transformation
technique and a ROS-based middleware layer and enables deployment in real life or simulation in a virtual
environment. The approach fits into a model-driven framework for the formal verification of interactive
scenarios. At design-time, the application analyst estimates the most likely outcome of the robotic mission
through Statistical Model Checking of a Stochastic Hybrid Automata network modeling the scenario. We
introduce an innovative approach to convert a specific subset of Stochastic Hybrid Automata into executable
code to control the robot and respond to human actions. Deploying or simulating the application allows
analysts to validate the results obtained at design time or to refine the formal model based on runs in the
real or the virtual scene. The methodology’s effectiveness is tested via simulation of use cases from the
healthcare setting, which can significantly benefit from this kind of approach thanks to its innovative features
related to human physiology and autonomous behavior.

INDEX TERMS Human-Robot Interaction, Service Robots, Model-Driven Approach, Robot Deployment

I. INTRODUCTION
In the future, robots will no longer be confined in factories,
but they will spread to everyday life settings. Currently,
robots are either autonomous components of manufactur-
ing lines or support humans in collaborative tasks. Factory
workers are usually thoroughly trained to work side-by-side
with robots, and, throughout the interaction, they perform a
predetermined sequence of actions. Service robots, instead,
will operate in less controlled environments and interact with
a more extensive range of people [1], with different features
and demands, and likely not used to interact with a machine.

The robotic community has established strategic objectives
for robotics development over the upcoming years [2]. For
the assistive robotics field, there is a specific emphasis on
automating the most time-consuming technical tasks (such as
code generation) so that practitioners can focus on high-level
mission design and configuration. Furthermore, a recently
conducted survey on the current state of software engineering
for service robotics [3] has highlighted the most pressing
challenges for this domain. This paper targets the demand
for a code generation mechanism, deployment framework,

and validation environment that can cope with the highly
unpredictable environment in which robots operate [4].

We have developed a model-driven framework to analyze
human-robot interaction scenarios [5], [6]. The methodol-
ogy covers scenarios that feature: a battery-powered mobile
robot, one or multiple humans that need to interact with
the robot, and a closed environment. The agents’—the robot
and the human—behavior is formally modeled as a network
of Stochastic Hybrid Automata. The formal model is put
through Statistical Model Checking to verify the probability
of completing the mission with success. These elements con-
stitute the design-time phase of the analysis that is performed
before the application is conclusively defined.

This paper focuses on an innovative mechanism to gener-
ate and deploy executable code for assistive robotic applica-
tions starting from verified formal models. More precisely,
the main contributions introduced by this paper are:

1) the formal model enhanced with deployment-related
features;

2) an approach to convert a subset of Stochastic Hybrid
Automata into executable code to deploy the application
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in a real or a simulated environment.
The approach mentioned above envisages a mapping function
associating each feature of the automata with an element
of the deployment framework. The procedure ensures that
the behavior observable with the deployed version of the
scenario is comparable with the one defined at design time.
Although we describe its application to the assistive robotics
domain, the model-to-code mapping principle is applicable to
a broader range of cyber-physical systems, as long as they can
be formally modeled through the same subset of Stochastic
Hybrid Automata and employ a middleware tecnology based
on the publish-subscribe pattern.

The run-time phase allows for the application’s deploy-
ment in a real-life setting and simulation in a virtual envi-
ronment. This possibility stems from the middleware layer
of the module, entirely developed using ROS, thus making it
portable both to 3D simulators and real mobile robots.

The run-time analysis phase serves a double validation
purpose. The deployment in a physical setting with data pro-
vided by real people that interact with the robot potentially
highlights weaknesses in design-time results. The reason is
that the humans’ formal model is an underapproximation
of human behavior in real life. On the other hand, in some
cases, the set-up of an actual testing environment might be
unfeasible at an early stage of the application’s development.
Therefore, simulation with a realistic physics engine is a
valuable alternative to highlight potential weaknesses.

The new module of the framework is tested on experi-
mental scenarios inspired by case studies from the health-
care setting. Experiments are carried out in a simulated
environment with realistic parameter values compatible with
existing mobile robots, such as the TurtleBot3 Waffle Pi.1

Human-robot interaction occurs by having real human users
interact with the simulated robot in the scene.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the
background for the work; Section III presents the run-time
phase of the framework; Section IV introduces the formal
model of the middleware; Section V introduces the deploy-
ment approach and the formal model-to-code mapping prin-
ciple; Section VI reports on experimental validation results;
Section VII compares our work with related ones; Section
VIII concludes.

II. PRELIMINARIES
This section reports on the prerequisites for the work pre-
sented in this paper and is further subdivided into three sub-
topics. Firstly, we recall the theoretical and technical foun-
dations of the work, which encompass the chosen formal-
ism and verification technique, plus the primary pre-existing
technologies underlying the work. Secondly, we report on the
high-level model-driven robotic development framework that
this work aims at expanding. Finally, we explain the mod-
eling approach and the previously developed formal model,
before the modifications presented in this paper.

1Full documentation available at: https://www.turtlebot.com/.

A. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Stochastic Hybrid Automata (SHA) is the modeling formal-
ism underlying the approach, whose definition—as an exten-
sion of Hybrid Automata (HA)—is reported in the following.

Definition 1. A Hybrid Automaton A is a tuple
(L,W,F, I, C,E, lini) [7], where:

1) L is the set of locations, and lini ∈ L is the initial
location;

2) W is the set of real-valued variables of which clocks
(X ⊂W ), dense-counter variables (Vdc ⊂W ), and
constants (K ⊂W ) are special cases;

3) F : L→ (R+ → RW ) is the labeling function assign-
ing a set of flow-conditions to each location, where RW
is the set of real-valued assignments (i.e., valuations) to
variables in W ;

4) I : L→ ℘(RW ) is the labeling function assigning a set
of invariants to each location;

5) C is the set of channels, including the internal action τ ;
6) E ⊂ L× C!? × Γ(W )× Ξ(W )× L is the set of edges,

where C!? is the set of complementary labels involving
channels in C, Γ(W ) is the set of guard conditions and
Ξ(W ) is the set of updates [8].

Unlike ordinary Timed Automata [9], HA locations can be
endowed with flow conditions —i.e., differential equations—
thus supporting generic expressions for the derivatives of
real-valued variables [7]. Therefore, through HA it is pos-
sible to model systems with complex non-linear dynam-
ics. Complex systems consisting of multiple entities can be
modeled as a combination of HA, thus forming a network.
Different automata in a network can synchronize with each
other through channels [10]. Given two edges belonging to
different automata of the network and labelled as c! (the
sender) and c? (the receiver), where c ∈ C is a generic
channel, triggering an event through channel c causes the two
transitions to fire at the same time.

Definition 2. A Stochastic Hybrid Automaton As is a tuple
(A, µ,Pγ,c), where:

1) A is a Hybrid Automaton defined according to Def.1;
2) µ : L× RW → [0, 1]R+ is a labeling function assigning

probability measures over time delays for each state
of As, where states are (l , ν) pairs constituted by a
location l ∈ L and a valuation ν ∈ RW ;

3) Pγ,c(l , l ′) ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of switching from
location l to l ′ when guard condition γ is satisfied and
a message is triggered through channel c.

In our model, non-deterministic choices are refined
through stochastic features. As per Def.2, automata can have
probability distributions over time delays (µ(l, ν)(d)) and
over transition outcomes (Pγ,c(l , l ′)). A transition may fire
with a bounded (e.g., within [2, 4] time units after entering
the location) or unbounded time-delay (e.g., within range
[2,+∞) time units after entering the location). We imple-
ment our SHA using the Uppaal tool. In Uppaal, probability
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FIGURE 1: Scheme representing ROS processes interactions. All nodes
register to the master. When a message is published over a topic, it is received
by every node subscribed to such topic.

distributions by default are either uniform over a bounded
delay range or, in case of unbounded delay, exponential [11].
Nevertheless, it is possible to encode custom distributions
(e.g., a normal one) by combining different uniformly dis-
tributed random variables [12]. In addition, transitions can be
labelled by weights (captured by Pγ,c(l , l ′)), which describe
the probability of landing in a different location when the
transition is taken.

SHA are eligible for Statistical Model Checking (SMC),
which we run through the Uppaal tool and Uppaal SMC ex-
tension [12]. The extension of SMC to hybrid systems is en-
abled by ODE solvers that implement discretization methods.
Therefore, it is possible to obtain reliable approximations of
ODE solutions, although some experimental parameters such
as the discretization step size require particular care [12].
The inputs to SMC are a stochastic system (e.g., the network
of SHA) and a property (in our case, expressed through the
PCTL logic) [13]. SMC applies statistical techniques to a
sample set of system runs to check whether the specified
property is verified or not. The experiment yields a range of
values for the probability that such property holds within a
certain time-bound. Unlike with traditional model-checking,
the state-space is not exhaustively explored, thus mitigating
the state-space explosion issue.

For the deployment approach, the chosen middleware is
ROS (Robot Operating System) [14].2 ROS is a framework
for the development of robotic applications. Specifically, it
provides a set of tools and libraries tailored to robot pro-
gramming, developed to prioritize modularity, cross-platform
compatibility, and code re-usability. Using ROS nomencla-
ture, each process in charge of processing and exchanging
data represents a node. All nodes communicate with each
other over named buses, called topics. This exchange of
information can occur through messages shared over topics,
like in the publish-subscribe pattern (depicted in Fig.1), or
through requests (and provision) of services (service-client
pattern). The first type of procedure is pivotal to our approach
since the robot does not ask the controller for an instruction,
but the controller (i.e., the publisher) transmits instructions
to the robot (i.e., the subscriber) which is constantly listen-
ing for new messages. Since ROS is built to be language-
agnostic, it provides a basic Interface Definition Language
(IDL) to define the messages’ structure, specifically the fields

2ROS complete documentation available at: http://wiki.ros.org.

that compose them and their type. The whole framework
builds upon the peer-to-peer pattern. A process called ROS
master serves as the conveyor unit that initially deals with
nodes’ registration and sets up the peer-to-peer communica-
tion. Sending messages through topics is, then, anonymous
and independent from the master.

Although our approach is open to deployment on a real test
bench, validation in a virtual environment is a major feature
of the framework. Given the nature of the present work, the
two major requirements that must be satisfied by a simulation
environment are:

1) the capability to integrate with ROS;
2) the possibility to model humans and their behavior.

The following were considered as preferable features:
3) prominence of user community support;
4) openness to general-purpose scenarios.

Askarpour et al. report a critical comparison of existing
robotic simulation tools [15]. Among the surveyed open-
source tools, CoppeliaSim has been selected. CoppeliaSim
(formerly V-REP)3 is a general-purpose simulation tool that
supports a plethora of robots, ranging from industrial manip-
ulators to wheeled mobile platforms [16]. The tool provides
a fully programmable model of a human, which is funda-
mental for developing interactive applications. This degree of
flexibility is enabled by its inner architecture, which is open
to different programming techniques. Developers can, thus,
choose how to distribute the computational power required
to control the robot and render the simulation. For example,
the robot controller and the 3D simulation could run on two
different machines (thus, splitting the computational load)
and communicate with each other over ROS nodes.

B. MODEL-DRIVEN ANALYSIS OF ROBOTIC MISSIONS
The contribution presented in this paper is the runtime de-
ployment infrastructure of a model-driven framework that
formally verifies scenarios involving interactions between
humans and robots. The approach is tailored, though not
exclusively, to use cases from the healthcare setting. The
motivation is that people in healthcare-related situations
are often in critical conditions. For example, patients are
usually in pain or discomfort, whereas employees can be
mentally stressed due to harsh work habits. The markedly hu-
man-oriented nature of the tool-supported framework makes
it particularly beneficial to this area.

Potential target users also come from the healthcare envi-
ronment. As stated by Payne et al. [17], in the future, there
will be professional figures entrusted with the optimization
of hospital logistics to make services safer and more efficient.
Given the future evolution perspective described in Section I,
this will likely also include analyzing possible contingencies
involving interaction between humans and service robots.

The framework meets different requirements, mainly:
1) the results of the analysis ought to be robust and reliable

as required by the critical setting;

3Full documentation available at: https://www.coppeliarobotics.com/resources.
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2) it has to be strongly focused on human needs;
3) it has to be user-friendly and accessible to target users.

The overall workflow of the approach is represented in
Fig.3. As shown in the diagram, we have identified two
macro phases to analyze interaction scenarios: the design-
time phase and the run-time phase. The first one is briefly
summarised in the following (interested readers can refer to
[5] and [6] for a thorough presentation).

The toolchain’s entry point is the configuration of the
scenario by the application designer, referred to as the analyst
from this point forward. This occurs through a configuration
file with the main parameters of the scenario—i.e., the floor
layout, how many humans need to be served, the service they
are requesting, and their physiological features.

In our scenarios, the interaction between a human and
a robot conforms to pre-defined patterns. There is a one-
to-one correspondence between humans in the scenario and
interaction patterns since patterns semantically match the
service that each human is requesting. A pattern determines
how the agents will behave while that specific human is being
served and what condition needs to be verified to establish
that a service has been provided. Two notable examples of
patterns are Human-Follower and Human-Leader. In the
first case, the human needs to follow the robot until they are
both sufficiently close to the destination. In the dual case, the
robot follows the human and, when the human decides to start
or stop, the robot follows accordingly.

As for the physiological features, the analyst can choose a
fatigue profile for each human that determines how quickly
the subject will reach full exhaustion. To determine the set
of fatigue profiles, subjects are aggregated based on their age
(young/elderly) and health condition (healthy/sick) [18].

The framework automatically processes the input file, it
generates the formal model (the SHA network) and the
PCTL property and runs the SMC experiment. By doing
so, the analyst saves the effort of manually drafting the
formal model, which is likely a distant skill from their
technical background. The main PCTL property ψ that we
are interested in verifying is: ψ = � scs, that is to say that
the mission will eventually (�) end with success, where
variable scs formally models the mission goal achievement.
As explained in Section II-A, the SMC experiment yields a
range for the probability of ψ holding within a time-bound
τ : P≤τ (ψ) ∈ [pmin,pmax]. The analyst assesses these val-
ues. If the results are unsatisfactory, the scenario needs to
be refined and newly undergo formal verification. Possible
refinements of the scenario include scheduling the provision
of different services or changing the order in which humans
will be served. On the other hand, if the configuration of the
scenario passes the evaluation at design-time, the analyst can
switch to the second phase, i.e., the run-time analysis which
is the main contribution of this paper.

C. HRI SCENARIO FORMAL MODEL
As explained in Section II-B, the design-time phase of the
framework relies on a formal model of the system under

analysis, specifically a SHA network. The SHA network is
made up of the automata modeling:
(a) humans (one for each interaction pattern);
(b) the mobile robot;
(c) the robot battery;
(d) the robot controller, i.e., the orchestrator.

The general guidelines to draft the SHA are summed up
by Table 1 and are explained in the following through the
running example of the robot automaton, which is fully
shown in Fig.2. The mathematical notation is based on Def.2.

Agents’ automata have two types of locations: ordinary
locations and operating conditions. Locations ridle, rrec,
rturnl

, and rturnr
(also in Fig.2) are ordinary locations. An

agent stays in an ordinary location for a non-zero time, and,
while in these locations, the agent does not publish sen-
sor measurements. In Fig.2, ordinary locations respectively
model the cases in which the robot is idle, recharging, or
turning left or right. From this point forward, we will refer
to automata modeling the robot, the battery and humans (i.e.,
the agents of the system) as generic automaton x. Operating
conditions 〈op〉 correspond to SHA locations, and will be
hereinafter referred to with notation x〈op〉 ∈ L. While in x〈op〉
locations, agent x periodically shares a new sensor reading.
This modeling pattern is presented in detail in Section IV.
As for the robot, there are three x〈op〉 locations: rstart, rmov,
and rstop. These are enclosed in as many 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 in-
stances (also presented in Section IV) and represented as
dashed boxes in Fig.2 for ease of visualization. Constraints
within the dashed boxes in Fig.2 represent flow condition and
invariant associated with the corresponding x〈op〉 location.

Each physical variable with non-trivial time dynamics is
modeled by a real-valued variable in W \ (X ∪ Vdc ∪K).
The robot automaton features real-valued variables V to
model the robot’s velocity, and Θ for the robot’s orientation.

Flow conditions on each location constrain the time dy-

TABLE 1: SHA Modeling Guidelines

Agent Feature −→ AutomatonAs Feature

State −→ Location: l ∈ L

Physical Variable −→ Real-valued Variable:
w ∈W \ (X ∪ Vdc ∪K)

Sensor Output −→ Dense-Counter Variable: v ∈ Vdc

Design Parameter −→ Numerical Constant: k ∈ K

Time-Dynamics −→ Flow Condition: f ∈ F (l)

Uncontrollable Switch −→ Invariant-Edge pair:
(i ∈ I(l), e ∈ E)
s.t. e = (l,⊥, γ, ξ, l′)

Controllable Switch −→ Edge: e ∈ E
s.t. e = (l, c,>, ξ, l′)
and c ∈ C \ {⊥}

Non-deterministic Choice −→ Probability Weight:
Pγ,c(l , l ′) 6= 1,
Time-Delay Probability:
µ(l, ν) 6= 1
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FIGURE 2: SHA modeling the robot. Invariants and flow conditions are represented in purple, guard conditions in green, channels in red, and updates
in blue. Real-valued variables V and Θ model the robot’s velocity and orientation. The three 〈op〉 locations (rstart, rmov, and rstop) are embedded into
corresponding 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 instances (pattern 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 is presented in Section IV and shown in Fig.6). Locations rturnl and rturnr model the case in
which the robot is turning left or right to follow the trajectory.

namics of real-valued variables in the model through differ-
ential equations. The robot’s velocity V evolves according to
a trapezoidal profile [19], and it is, thus, constrained by the
three flow conditions in Eq.1. Each flow condition in Eq.1
models a phase of the velocity profile: acceleration, travel,
and deceleration, where amax ∈ K is a constant parameter for
the robot’s maximum acceleration.

V̇ =





amax if x〈op〉 = rstart

0 if x〈op〉 = rmov

−amax if x〈op〉 = rstop

(1)

Real-valued variable Θ models the orientation of the robot
with respect to the x-axis, and the two locations rturnl

and
rturnr model the case in which the robot is rotating left or
right with constant speed ωr ∈ K. Variable Θ varies accord-
ing to flow conditions Θ̇ = ωr (in rturnl

) or Θ̇ = −ωr (in
rturnr

) until the desired orientation is reached.
Clocks are a specific case of real-valued variables whose

value grows uniformly with time (ṫx = 1 holds for all
tx ∈ X ⊂W ). A clock tx ∈ X can only be reset by transi-
tions and this is indicated by label {tx} (e.g., {tupd} in Fig.2).

Both the robot and the human are equipped with sensors
that monitor data required by the orchestrator (e.g., position
and orientation for the robot). Sensors’ readings are modeled
through dense-counter variables, a special case of real-valued
variables: specifically a variable in Vdc ⊂W for each sen-
sor. Their value is not explicitly dependent on time (v̇ = 0
holds for any v ∈ Vdc) and it only varies through update
instructions. Each sensor detects a new value with frequency
1/Tpoll, where Tpoll ∈ K is a constant parameter. Update in-
structions ξ〈start〉, ξ〈mov〉, and ξ〈stop〉 ∈ Ξ(W ) (also in Fig.2)
specific to the robot are made explicit in Eq.2. The Cartesian
coordinates of the robot inside the building are measured
and periodically updated through the dense-counter variables
rposx and rposy .

ξ〈start〉,〈mov〉,〈stop〉 :

{
r ′posx = rposx + V Tpollcos(Θ)

r ′posy = rposy + V Tpollsin(Θ)
(2)

Dense counters do not exclusively model sensor readings
but, more generally, non-constant variables without an ex-
plicit time-dependency. For example, while in rmov (within
〈mov〉_pub〈1〉), every Tpoll seconds the automaton updates
dense-counter variable θ ∈ Vdc, which represents the new
set-point for orientation Θ. To make the path as smooth as
possible, the robot starts turning only if the set-point θ is
greater than a threshold θth ∈ K. As in Fig.2, if |θ| > θth
holds, the robot switches from r〈mov〉 to rturnl

or rturnr
de-

pending on whether Θ Q θ holds. Finally, the robot switches
back to rmov and publishes the updated position values by
sending an event through channel p1 (label p1! in Fig.2): the
details of this mechanism will be presented in Section IV.

The switch between two locations is modeled as an edge
e = (l, c, γ, ξ, l′) ∈ E that connects the starting location l to
the destination l′.

A controllable switch occurs if a command is explicitly
issued by the orchestrator by triggering an event through a
channel c ∈ C. Channels specifically related to the robot,
the battery, and the human belong to subsets Cr, Cb, and
Ch respectively. Examples of controllable switches are the
robot starting to move or stopping, corresponding to channels
cmd_rstart ∈ Cr ⊂ C and cmd_rstop ∈ Cr ⊂ C (see Fig.2).

An uncontrollable switch occurs when physical variables
meet specific constraints (and no command has been issued
by the orchestrator): the combination of invariant i ∈ I on
location l and a guard condition γ on the outgoing edge
e ensures that the transition fires only in the intersection
point between i and γ. In this case, no channel is necessary
for the transition and c is the null action. An example of
uncontrollable switch is the one between rstart and rmov

that captures the end of the acceleration phase and the start
of the travel phase of the velocity profile. The invariant
V ≤ vmax on rstart (visible within 〈start〉_pub〈1〉) and the
guard condition V ≥ vmax on the edge to rmov ensure that the
switch occurs exactly when velocity V equals the maximum
value, corresponding to constant vmax ∈ K.
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FIGURE 3: Diagram representing the framework’s workflow. The two macro-phases are: design time and run-time analysis. The framework automatically
generates the formal model M and the PCTL property ψ starting from a configuration file, and, then, runs the SMC experiment. If verification results are
satisfactory, the analysis switches to the run-time phase. The application can either be deployed in a real setting or simulated in a virtual environment. Through
mapping function ∆ (presented in Section V), the automata network is translated into an executable form. The orchestrator communicates with agents through
a ROS-based middleware layer. Deployment in a real environment is set for further investigation as future work.

III. EXTENDING THE FRAMEWORK TO RUN-TIME
As mentioned in Section I, this work targets the demand for
well-engineered approaches to service robotics application
development. The framework presented in this paper is an
adaptation to the assistive robotics domain of the Multi-
Paradigm Modeling (MPM) framework [20], which previous
studies have suggested as a solution to tackle the com-
plexity of cyber-physical systems [21]. Similarly to MPM,
we propose a validation approach for robotic applications
based on the comparison between the results obtained at
design-time as described in Section II-B with those obtained
by deploying the application in a realistic environment. This
paper contributes with a rigorous methodology to translate
the formalism from Section II-C into deployable code, which
is fundamental to carry out the validation process.

In this section, we present the high-level architecture of
the run-time phase and its relation to the model-driven frame-
work recalled in Section II-B. As a further remark, the formal
model presented in Section II-C has been enriched to match
more accurately the deployment architecture. Therefore, it is
marked as “extended” in Fig.3. The three main elements of
the run-time phase (numbered accordingly in Fig.3) are:

(1) the model-to-code mapping function ∆ responsible for
converting automata into deployment units;

(2) a deployable form of the robot controller, i.e., the exe-
cutable orchestrator;

(3) the deployment environment (real or virtual);
(4) a middleware layer that allows the orchestrator and the

agents in the environment to communicate via a ROS
node network.

Function ∆ is presented in detail in Section V. The exe-
cutable orchestrator should be a replica of the orchestrator
from the formal model. This entails that each automaton
component (e.g., locations, edges, and flow conditions) needs
to be translated into a suitable deployment unit element.
The two versions should check the system’s state against the
same set of policies and perform operations with the same
timing. Section V describes in detail the protocol to obtain a
deployable version of the automata.

The middleware layer, as mentioned in Section II-A, is
based on a network of ROS publisher and subscriber nodes.
Fig.4 represents how data flows from the deployment envi-
ronment to the orchestrator and vice versa. The orchestrator
receives sensor updates as messages published on dedicated
topics and sends commands to the agents via the same
mechanism. Commands cause agents to react to a specific
observable situation.

The usefulness of the run-time phase is twofold. In the first
place, it is possible to deploy the application in a real setting
so that the interaction between the human and the robot
can actually occur. As Fig.3 shows, the approach is open to
deployment in a real environment, as long as it is properly
instrumented. Specifically, the necessary equipment includes
a wheeled mobile robot compatible with ROS and a set of
sensors: an Indoor Positioning System (IPS) to locate both
the robot and the human inside the building, and a wearable
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FIGURE 4: Diagram of the data flow between agents in the deployment
environment and the orchestrator. Publisher nodes in the scene send the latest
sensor readings to the orchestrator. The orchestrator sends new commands
through a dedicated topic, and the agents in the scene receive them by
subscribing to the same topic.

device to measure health-related variables. The robot should
also be powered by a lithium battery, typical of electronic
devices, with a state of charge sensor.

As per Fig.3, it is also possible to simulate the application
in a virtual environment. This operation aims to critically
compare the results obtained at design-time with those ob-
tained with the simulations. Indeed, the formal model rep-
resents a high-level abstraction of the system, especially
its human-related component. While developing the formal
model, our efforts focused on identifying the subpart of the
whole system that represents the best tradeoff between the
degree of complexity of the model and its reliability. For
example, not all physical aspects, such as friction between
the robot wheels and the floor, are covered as this would
require an excessive degree of complexity. The residual
model-to-reality gap needs to be dealt with. Increasing the
model’s complexity is a possible solution, but it may cause
verification times to rise to a point where the framework is
no longer usable in practice. The second possibility is to
simulate the specific scenario in a virtual environment, like
a three-dimensional simulator. In more detail, this results in
a simulation relying on an executable version of the same
orchestrator as in the formal model, a scenario with the
same features as the one analyzed at design-time, but with
a model of the agents driven by a realistic physics engine.
Furthermore, the human agent in the simulation moves as a
result of user input. Therefore, we can say that the robot in
the simulation scene interacts with a human who provides the
inputs even if the deployment environment is virtual.

The simulator’s advanced physics engine raises the anal-
ysis’s level of accuracy. Nevertheless, it is inexact to state
that the results obtained with SMC experiments and those
obtained with a single simulation are directly comparable. As
a matter of fact, simulation cannot issue an exhaustive verdict
like a model-checking experiment. For example, if a scenario
has a 90% probability of success at the end of the design-time
phase, a single successful run in the simulator would not be
sufficient to say that the verification results are indisputable.
On the other hand, a failed run might indicate a critical

oversight of the formal model. It is possible to identify
different degrees of the criticality of these flaws, depending
on the level of expertise required to tackle them. Concrete
examples are reported in Section VI with the presentation of
experimental results.

IV. MIDDLEWARE FORMAL MODEL
As discussed in Section III, it is necessary for the verification
and the deployment results to be comparable. To this end, the
formal model presented in Section II-C has been enriched
with features related to the software and middleware layers.

Publisher nodes are recurrent within the system since,
for each sensor, a ROS node periodically shares the latest
readings with the orchestrator. More specifically, the agents
in the network—the robot and the humans—are responsible
for publishing new data, whereas the orchestrator serves as a
subscriber to such data.

ROS handles all messages received by subscribers and
shared by publishers through independent queues. The rate at
which subscriber queues are emptied is easier to control and
anticipate than for publisher queues. As a matter of fact, the
first one depends either on the time it takes to execute a single
iteration of the callback function, or on the rate explicitly set
for the execution of callbacks through the ros :: spinOnce()
function. On the other hand, the time necessary to process a
publisher queue depends on how quickly the message can
reach the subscribers, which is not fully controllable [22].

As argued by Halder et al. [23], a formal model of this
mechanism should include the following parameters: the
publisher’s publishing rate (Tpub), the subscriber’s spin rate
(Tsub), the time required to trasmit messages over channels
(Tmin and Tmax) and the time required to process callbacks
(CBmin and CBmax). Sensor readings are shared with fre-
quency 1/Tpoll with Tpoll ∈ K, therefore Tpub = Tpoll holds.

In our framework, all subscriber nodes perform no other
action besides data subscription, thus we can assume that
Tsub = 0 holds and the only delay attributable to the sub-
scriber is the callback execution time. Given that callbacks
consist of update instruction sets (see, for example, Eq.2), we
can assume that CBmin and CBmax are negligible compared to
the timeline of a mission (usually in the order of minutes).
We also choose not to include the tuning of queue sizes
or formally verify the overflow problem avoidance. Given
the sizing of the system’s parameters (for example, Tpoll is
always approximately 1s), the message publishing rate is
such that the overflow issue is not pressing enough to justify
an increase in model complexity.

In the following, we present the developed SHA conform-
ing to Def.2 and modeling:

1) ROS publisher queues, each referred to as ros_pub〈id〉;
2) agents’ modeling pattern responsible for periodically

sharing the latest reading, referred to as 〈op〉_pub〈id〉.

1) ROS Publisher Queue Model
The ros_pub〈id〉 automaton, also shown in Fig.5, models
independent publisher queues. This element of the SHA
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FIGURE 5: ros_pub〈id〉 automaton modeling ROS publisher queue
identified by parameter 〈id〉. Color-coding is the same as in Fig.2.

network models the previously mentioned delays to transmit
messages stored in queues over ROS topics. To capture the
uncertain nature of the time required to publish the message,
we envisage a probability distribution that approximates this
delay. Instead of having a defined interval Tmin and Tmax, we
model the delay through variable λ ∈ Vdc, whose values are
randomly generated from a Normal distribution N (µλ, σ

2
λ).

Previous studies have shown that such distribution is a suit-
able approximation for message transmission delays [24].
In this way, communication delays due to ROS latency are
embedded in the model and potential impacts are accounted
for by the verification process.

As in Fig.5, a publisher queue is empty (location pidle)
until an agent (e.g., the robot) requests the publication of a
message through channel p〈id〉 ∈ C. Parameter 〈id〉 identifies
the selected queue and semantically corresponds to a ROS
topic. The publication request is captured by edge label p〈id〉!,
either in the component presented in Section IV-2 (and shown
in Fig.6) or as seen in Fig.2 (label p1!). As explained in
Section II-A, when the edge with label p〈id〉! fires, the edge
from location pidle to pbusy with label p〈id〉? (see Fig.5) fires
simultaneously.

Queues are modeled as fixed-length arrays, and variable
bpos ∈ Vdc keeps track of the first available position’s index
inside the queue. As the publication request is issued (), the
message is added to the buffer through the update instruction
enqueue(msg), a new value of λ is generated through update
ξλ, and the automaton switches to location pbusy. The au-
tomaton stays in pbusy as long as Λ ≤ λ holds, where clock
Λ ∈ X models the message publication latency. Once time
λ has elapsed, the first element of the queue is published to
the orchestrator through instruction dequeue() (see Fig.5).
The latter subsumes the subscriber (e.g., the orchestrator)
behavior, which, as already argued, is not explicitly modeled
to limit complexity.

2) Sensor Data Publishing Pattern
While ros_pub〈id〉 instances deal with message queue man-
agement, 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 patterns are responsible for periodi-
cally publishing the latest readings. This pattern is applied to
all agents’ operating conditions (see Section II-C). Location
x〈op〉 in Fig.6 corresponds to a generic operating condition of
agent x, and ports start, stop, and hold mark the transitions

that enter and leave x〈op〉, whose characteristics change from
case to case. Ports are not officially part of the formalism, but
merely a visual expedient to represent the transitions entering
and leaving the component.

While in x〈op〉, the dynamics of the system are con-
strained by differential equations marked by the generic
symbol δ〈op〉 ∈ F . Symbol i〈op〉 ∈ I corresponds to the
set of location-dependent invariants, in addition to con-
straint tupd ≤ Tpoll, which is common to all instances of
〈op〉_pub〈id〉. Clock tupd ∈ X measures time between con-
secutive readings. Every Tpoll time instants, the sensor read-
ing, modeled by a dense counter variable v ∈ Vdc, is up-
dated by instruction ξ〈op〉 ∈ Ξ(W ). It is possible for one
〈op〉_pub〈id〉 instance to be in charge of publishing multiple
sensor readings (e.g., the human shares data about fatigue and
position), thus, multiple dense-counter variables are simulta-
neously updated by ξ〈op〉.

The automaton then switches to a committed location
xpubi . In Uppaal parlance, the automaton must leave a com-
mitted location without any delay [10] and this ensures that
the latest sensor readings have precedence over the other
transitions. Therefore, upon entering xpubi

, if the execution
of the pattern does not need to be put on hold, the automaton
immediately sends an event through channel p〈id〉, triggering
the queueing routine on the corresponding ros_pub〈id〉 in-
stance. If, for a specific x〈op〉, execution can be put on hold,
it is represented via an edge connecting location xpubi

to
port hold. This is useful when the operating condition has
to be suspended—on an exceptional basis—to apply some
reconfiguration measure. For example, concerning the robot
SHA in Fig.2, this occurs when the robot has to momentarily
stop moving forward to adjust its orientation Θ.

There are three instances of the 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 pattern in the
robot automaton, one for each 〈op〉 location, also highlighted
in Fig.2 and identified by a different 〈id〉 for each separate
queue. As per Eq.2, depending on the values of the design
parameters (i.e., if vmax

amax
≥ Tpoll holds), the robot might keep

sharing sensors readings also while it decelerates to a full
stop.

Fig.7 displays possible contingencies (cases (a) and (b))
resulting from the combination of a 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 pattern with

<latexit sha1_base64="WKJYsf9nLx4mLIv3oNEPbnEhUiM=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIhBVZCMQlAgaSpAIRIqjaH3ZhBPns3W3RiArf8An8BW0UNEhWhoK/oWzSQEJW41m9jUTpUpa8v1Pb2Jyanpmdm6+srC4tLxSXV27tElmBDZEohLTjMCikhobJElhMzUIcaTwKro5KfSrWzRWJvqC7lNsx9DXsicFkKM61e0wBrqWlN8NOiW0vTxUoPsKeZLy0JRw0KnW/LpfFh8HwRDU2LDOOtWvsJuILEZNQoG1rcBPqZ2DISncvkqYWUxB3EAfWw5qiNG289LPgG9lFijhKRouFS9J/D2RQ2ztfRy5zvLlUa0g/9NaGfUO27nUaUaoRXGIpDNaHLLCSBcU8q40SATF58il5gIMEKGRHIRwZOaSq7g8glH34+Bytx7s1/3zvdrR8TCZObbBNtkOC9gBO2Kn7Iw1mGAP7Ik9sxfv0Xv13rz3n9YJbzizzv6U9/ENnguh/A==</latexit>xhopi

<latexit sha1_base64="WQXBDD0yANCvWGcutRKfti5Fl+I=">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</latexit>

phidi!

<latexit sha1_base64="eNKE5Y+Up/skNIWivhNGA+BX0Xw=">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</latexit>

tupd � Tpoll
<latexit sha1_base64="xbFe+bN37v9kdK4r+e7tZzTpCDY=">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</latexit>{tupd}, ⇠hopi

<latexit sha1_base64="PMemlUI6YDeQEnIEamgjyI/8XGI=">AAACDXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAxWiOREhUUU2AkEZQUMZJPKQEss6XzbhlPNDd2tEZFl8Al9BCxUdouUbKPgXbOMCEqYazexqZ8eLpNBoWZ9GZWFxaXmlulpbW9/Y3DK3dzo6jBWHNg9lqHoe0yBFAG0UKKEXKWC+J6HrTS5zv3sHSoswuMFpBI7PxoEYCc4wk1xzb+AzvBWY3KduQZWfRLHnitQ161bDKkDniV2SOinRcs2vwTDksQ8Bcsm07ttWhE7CFAouIa0NYg0R4xM2hn5GA+aDdpLihZQexpphSCNQVEhaiPB7I2G+1lPfyybzlHrWy8X/vH6Mo3MnEUEUIwQ8P4RCQnFIcyWyboAOhQJElicHKgLKmWKIoARlnGdinJVVy/qwZ7+fJ53jhn3asK5P6s2Lspkq2ScH5IjY5Iw0yRVpkTbh5IE8kWfyYjwar8ab8f4zWjHKnV3yB8bHN8t6nMw=</latexit>xpubi

<latexit sha1_base64="xIC2HgQuSKi5MmXm/7Oaj4m6s/w=">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</latexit>

tupd  Tpoll^
�hopi ^ ihopi

<latexit sha1_base64="5/rKVBszB+9rbWLeEropPv6K/AA=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokJiqhIEgrGChbFI9CG1oXLc22LVcSL7BqmKuvAVrDCxIVb+hIF/wQkZoOVMR+fc63t8glgKg6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e20SJ5tDikYx0N2AGpFDQQoESurEGFgYSOsHkKvM7D6CNiNQtTmPwQzZWYiQ4Qyvd9UOG92aUGmQaZ4Nqza27Oegi8QpSIwWag+pXfxjxJASFXDJjep4bo5/atwSXMKv0EwMx4xM2hp6lioVg/DRPPaNHiWEY0Rg0FZLmIvzeSFlozDQM7GSect7LxP+8XoKjCz8VKk4QFM8OoZCQHzJcC1sH0KHQgMiy5ECFopxphghaUMa5FRPbT8X24c3/fpG0T+reWd29Oa01LotmyuSAHJJj4pFz0iDXpElahBNNnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/GS05xc4++QPn4xs185eU</latexit>

start

<latexit sha1_base64="5N4AWSEJ0Gz1JFY3pXILO1UrdV0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH5sgmnnM/H3RopslLwFbRQ0SFaPoWCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2Ai2FRdf9dEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vZOdXevbaPYcGjxSEamGzALUihooUAJXW2AhYGETjC5yvzOAxgrInWLUw1+yMZKjARnmEp+P2R4Z0eJxUjPBtWaW3dz0EXiFaRGCjQH1a/+MOJxCAq5ZNb2PFejnzCDgkuYVfqxBc34hI2hl1LFQrB+koee0aPYMoyoBkOFpLkIvzcSFlo7DYN0Mg8572Xif14vxtGFnwilYwTFs0MoJOSHLDcibQPoUBhAZFlyoEJRzgxDBCMo4zwV47SeStqHN//9Immf1L2zuntzWmtcFs2UyQE5JMfEI+ekQa5Jk7QIJ/fkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0ZJT7OyTP3A+vgFpV5ci</latexit>

stop

<latexit sha1_base64="NuRTIVG1BjnjJpt5vBRTpsRfaO4=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pASK1pfNskp5wd3a6TISsFX0EJFh2j5FAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vZbJoy1wKYIVag7HhhUMsAmSVLYiTSC7ylse5PrzG8/oDYyDO5oGqHrwyiQQymAUsnt+UBjM0zGoRrM+pWqXbNz8EXiFKTKCjT6la/eIBSxjwEJBcZ0HTsiNwFNUiiclXuxwQjEBEbYTWkAPho3yUPP+HFsgEIeoeZS8VzE3xsJ+MZMfS+dzEPOe5n4n9eNaXjpJjKIYsJAZIdIKswPGaFl2gbygdRIBFly5DLgAjQQoZYchEjFOK2nnPbhzH+/SFqnNee8Zt+eVetXRTMldsiO2Alz2AWrsxvWYE0m2D17Ys/sxXq0Xq036/1ndMkqdg7YH1gf3zi5lwM=</latexit>

hold

<latexit sha1_base64="2HjU2iUippvEv+fB+tYlC8Emlaw=">AAACOXicbVDLShxBFK028TU+0pqlmyKD4GroFsUsB0VwaSCjwvTQ3K65MxZWVxdVt4WhmS/yE/wKlypZuJNs8wOp7gwhGb2rwznnvk5mlHQURY/BwoePi0vLK6uttfWNzU/h1vaFK0orsCcKVdirDBwqqbFHkhReGYuQZwovs5uTWr+8Retkob/TxOAgh7GWIymAPJWGp0kOdO1GVaJAjxXywvDENnCapI1IVJkym6bzTjn860zDdtSJmuJvQTwDbTar8zT8kQwLUeaoSShwrh9HhgYVWJLCz2slpUMD4gbG2PdQQ45uUDXvTvlu6YAKbtByqXhD4r8dFeTOTfLMO5uT57WafE/rlzT6OqikNiWhFvUikv7RepETVvockQ+lRSKoL/cRaC7AAhFayUEIT5Y+2JbPI57//i242O/Eh53o20G7ezxLZoXtsC9sj8XsiHXZGTtnPSbYHXtgT+w5uA9egtfg5x/rQjDr+cz+q+DXb5AWr08=</latexit>hopi pubhidi

FIGURE 6: 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 pattern, applied to all x〈op〉 locations in the
network to model the message publishing mechanism on queue 〈id〉. Color-
coding is the same as in Fig.2.
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FIGURE 7: Diagram of the synchronization contingencies between an
〈op〉_pub〈id〉 pattern and the corresponding ros_pub〈id〉 automaton. Case
(a) occurs when ∀i, λi < Tpoll holds, so the buffer never contains more
than one element. If it is true that ∃i s.t. λi ≥ Tpoll (case (b)), the publisher
will send two consecutive messages and switch back to pidle only after the
second one has been published.

the corresponding ros_pub〈id〉 automaton. Case (a) occurs
when ∀i, λi ≤ Tpoll holds, therefore a message is always
successfully published before the new reading and the queue
never holds more than one element. If, on the other hand,
∃i, s.t.λi > Tpoll holds, which corresponds to case (b) in
Fig.7, more than one position in the queue will be simulta-
neously occupied and two messages will be published back-
to-back without switching back to pidle. Case (b) is enabled
by the two self-loops on pbusy (Fig.5) and guard conditions
on variable bpos.

V. DEPLOYMENT FRAMEWORK
The model presented in Section IV is put through Statistical
Model Checking, as described in Section II-B. Once the
results at design-time are deemed adequate, the scenario can
be either deployed in a real environment or simulated, as per
Fig.3. This section focuses on the deployment infrastructure
(summarized by Fig.8) and the model-to-code mapping prin-
ciple. The main elements are the executable orchestrator, the
middleware layer, and the environment. The high-level role
they play in the framework is explained in Section III. In
the following, we explain in detail how each formal model
feature is mapped to an equivalent deployable form, and how
we guarantee that the deployed system and the formal model
behave correspondingly.

The high-level mapping between the formal model and the
deployment framework is depicted in Fig.8. Each automaton
of the SHA network, excluding instances of ros_pub〈id〉,
corresponds to an atomic entity of the deployment model.
The robot, the battery, and the human, which are real entities
if the application is deployed in a real environment, are
actuated through scripts internal to the simulator in case
of a virtual environment. The orchestrator is implemented
through a standalone script in both cases.

This architecture allows the analyst to choose between
deploying the application in a real or virtual environment
without changing the code. All ros_pub〈id〉 instances cor-
respond to a real ROS publisher node (and queue). Nodes
internal to the simulator are implemented using the ROS
interface provided by the CoppeliaSim API framework [16],

FIGURE 8: Diagram of the mapping between the formal model and the
deployment infrastructure. The automata for the robot, the battery and the
human are each mapped to a deployment unit. The orchestrator is ported to
a standalone script, that communicates with the agents through ROS nodes.
Sensor readings are shared with the orchestrator by a publisher node for each
agent. The orchestrator sends its commands through a fourth publisher to all
agents but the human, that is directly controlled by the human user.

while the nodes related to the orchestrator are implemented
using the rospy library.4

Note that assistive robotics applications are our running
example, and we test the effectiveness of this approach on
use cases from this field, but it is not the only application
domain of the model-to-code mapping principle presented
in the following. A cyber-physical system is eligible for this
technique if it consists of distributed agents that periodically
share sensor readings through a publish-subscribe middle-
ware technology and a centralized controller that monitors
the system’s state and sends instructions accordingly. In the
future, we plan on deepening the analysis of the generality of
the approach by testing it on other areas, such as smart homes
or automated warehouses management systems.

A. MAPPING MODEL TO CODE
We exploit the stochastic features of SHA presented in Sec-
tion II-A to capture the uncertain aspects of reality which
are relevant to our scenarios, i.e., human behavior and un-
predictable network delays. Other elements of the SHA net-
work represent either electronic devices or software modules
whose behavior is fully deterministic. Therefore, although all
automata in the network are defined as SHA, only those mod-
eling humans and the ros_pub〈id〉 instances fully exploit the

4rospy documentation available at: http://wiki.ros.org/rospy
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TABLE 2: Mapping relations between features of a HAA and a deployment unit D, as defined by function ∆.

Automaton Feature (X) −→ Deployment Unit Feature (*simulated/*real/*both) (∆(X))

Location (l ∈ L) −→ Agent State (σ ∈ Σ)

Real-valued Variable (v ∈W \ (X ∪ Vdc ∪K)) −→ Physical Variable (υ ∈ Υ \ (X ∪Υs ∪K))

Clock (tx ∈ X ⊂W ) −→ Variable Uniform to Time (χ ∈ X ⊂ Υ)

Dense-Counter Variable (v ∈ Vdc ⊂W ) −→ Sensor Reading (υ ∈ Υs ⊂ Υ)

Numerical Constant (k ∈ K ⊂W ) −→ Numerical Constant/Design Parameter (κ ∈ K ⊂ Υ)

Flow-Condition (f ∈ F ) −→ Physical Law Implementation (φ ∈ Φ)

Invariant (i ∈ I) −→ Conditional Expression (s ∈ S(Υ))

Robot/Battery-related Channel (c ∈ (Cr ∪ Cb) ⊂ C) −→ ROS Topic (t ∈ (Tr ∪ Tb) ⊂ T )

Human-related Channel (c ∈ Ch ⊂ C) −→ Keyboard Input/Human Behavior (t ∈ Th ⊂ T )

Edge (e ∈ E) −→ Conditional Statement (β ∈ B)

stochastic features of SHA. All other automata are designed
to have a deterministic behavior, that is:

1) there are no edges that may fire with unbounded delay,
thus described by an exponential distribution;

2) for all states (l, ν), with l ∈ L and ν ∈ RW , there
is only one delay d ∈ R+ such that µ(l, ν)(d) = 1
holds, whereas, for all other d′ ∈ R+ such that d′ 6= d,
µ(l, ν)(d′) equals 0. This means that, for each state,
there is always only one delay which allows an un-
controllable switch (see Section II-C) to fire: thus, it is
necessarily assigned probability 1;

3) all edges have probability weight 1 (Pγ,c(l , l ′) = 1
holds in any case).

Under these premises, we can conclude that automata repre-
senting electronic devices or software modules in the network
reduce to pure Hybrid Automata (HA). The aspects modeled
by the stochastic features do not require deployment since
they are naturally present in the deployment environment.
Therefore, they are not considered by the deployment ap-
proach presented in this paper. Hence, from this point for-
ward, the discussion will focus exclusively on the automata
that behave like purely HA, as they are the only ones relevant
to the present work.

To guarantee that the deployed system is a sound transposi-
tion of the original network of automata, we define a mapping
function ∆ that maps an HA automaton A to D, a generic
atomic entity of the deployment framework. An atomic de-
ployment unit D = (Σ,Υ,Φ, S, T,B, σini) consists of the
following artefacts:

1) the set Σ of agent states, including the initial one σini ;
2) the set Υ of variables, including sensor read-

ings (Υs ⊂ Υ), constant parameters (K ⊂ Υ), clocks
(X ⊂ Υ), and physical variables (real or simulated)
(Υ \ (X ∪Υs ∪K));

3) the set Φ, which contains physical laws in case of
deployment in the real world, or the implementation of
such laws in the case of simulation;

4) the set S(Υ) of conditional expressions on variables in
Υ;

5) the set T of ROS topics over which messages (or com-
mands) that trigger a change of state are published, with
subsets Tr, Tb, and Th related respectively to the robot,
the battery, and the human;

6) the set B ⊂ Σ× T × S(Υ)×A(Υ)×Σ of conditional
statements governing the control flow, where A(Υ) is
the set of assignment instructions executed on variables
in Υ.

The definition of D is to be strictly followed while drafting
the orchestrator script (both in simulated and real environ-
ments) and the agents’ scripts for the simulator. As for the
agents’ deployment units in a real environment, since this
involves actual robotic systems and humans, this definition
must be intended as a high-level guideline to identify the
correspondence between the formal and real systems.

Two reasons underlie this discrepancy in the interpretation.
Firstly, the robotic system’s code might vary significantly
depending on the specific manufacturer and model and might
not be fully accessible to the public. Secondly, since one of
the agents is an actual person, artefacts composing the human
deployment unit should not be interpreted in a software
engineering-specific sense but as abstract elements consti-
tuting the human decision-making process. An explanatory
example is the set S that cannot contain classic Boolean
expressions for the human, but notionally corresponds to the
set of questions that someone (consciously or not) ponders to
make a decision [25].

Table 2 displays how function ∆ maps each element of A
to an element ofD and is presented in detail in the following.

Each non-committed location in L corresponds to a state in
Σ, that is to say a block of code that defines the behavior of an
agent under certain circumstances (e.g., the human walking
or standing still).

Dense-counter variables in Vdc ⊂W have an equivalent
variable in set Υs ⊂ Υ. In particular, variables represent-
ing sensor readings are periodically updated with frequency
1/Tpoll like dense-counter variables in the formal model.

Constants in K ⊂W are mapped to constant parameters
in K ⊂ Υ, which match design parameters of the physical
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equipment.
Each real-valued variable in W \ (X ∪ Vdc ∪K) matches

a physical variable in Υ \ (X ∪Υs ∪K), whereas flow con-
ditions in F correspond to physical laws (or their implemen-
tations) in Φ.

Each clock in X ⊂W is mapped to a special case of
variable in X ⊂ Υ that evolves uniformly with time. As
for the orchestrator, staying in a certain location until clock
tx ∈ X ⊂W reaches threshold k ∈ K ⊂W is implemented
as a sleep(κ) instruction, where κ ∈ K ⊂ Υ is expressed in
seconds. This binds the behavior of the orchestrator deploy-
ment unit to the system time, which can be considered an
element of set X ⊂ Υ. Time in the simulated environment
is discrete with a time-step ∆t that has a minimum value of
10ms . Given the system’s time variables sizing (e.g., Tpoll

equals 1s , which is two orders of magnitude greater than ∆t),
the error caused by the discretization interval has a negligible
impact on the system’s behavior and, therefore, on the results
of the analysis. Let us consider, for example, the model of
fatigue F while the human is walking, which evolves accord-
ing to equation F (t) = 1− e−νt [26]. To prevent the human
from reaching full exhaustion, the orchestrator instructs them
to stop when it detects that F = 0.7 holds. If the reaching of
this threshold is detected at time tstop with a continuous-time
model, in simulation it is detected at time tstop + ∆t at the
latest. With the most critical fatigue profile, that is with the
highest rate ν = 0.025, the value of F when the reaching
of the threshold is detected is F (tstop + ∆t) ≈ 0.700075,
which approximately corresponds to a 0.11‰ error. Similar
conclusions can be drawn about the other physical vari-
ables. Considering that the nature of the system does not
require a sharp real-time synchronization among the various
components, we can reasonably conclude that the order of
magnitude of the errors does not critically threaten the model-
to-code transposition soundness.

As for commands issed by the orchestrator, it is nec-
essary to make a distinction between the ones destined
to the robot or the battery and the ones destined to hu-
mans. In the first case, triggering an event through channel
c ∈ (Cr ∪ Cb) ⊂ C corresponds to publishing a message
over a ROS topic t ∈ (Tr ∪ Tb) ⊂ T . The format of these
messages is fixed and defined a-priori. On the other hand,
the way commands are sent to the human constitutes a slight
discrepancy between the formal and the deployment model.
Within the HA network, the orchestrator shares its commands
with the human through channels identically to what it does
with the robot. The unpredictability of human behavior is
embedded in the formal model in terms of stochastic fea-
tures [5]. Specifically, once the command has been received,
edges are also labelled by probability weights that determine
whether the human will obey or disobey. Furthermore, the
human can also make autonomous decisions, approximated
by a Bernoulli probability distribution. At deployment-time,
these stochastic approximations are lifted by having a real
human either providing keyboard input (in simulation) or di-
rectly operating in the environment. In the latter case, human

“inputs” are not explicit (e.g., when a human stops walking)
and need to be inferred from sensors data. Therefore, human-
related channels in Ch ⊂ C match user inputs t ∈ Th ⊂ T .

Edges in E are translated to scripts’ conditional state-
ments and callback functions in B, representing the switch
of an agent from state σ ∈ Σ to a new state σ′ ∈ Σ. As
discussed in Section II-C, edges can model controllable and
uncontrollable switches. Controllable switches are triggered
by ROS messages, i.e., commands sent by the orchestra-
tor. Uncontrollable switches occur in correspondence of the
intersection between values that satisfy i ∈ I and values
that satisfy condition γ ∈ Γ(V ) on the outgoing edge. An
edge e = (l,⊥, γ, ξ, l′) modeling an uncontrollable switch
is mapped to conditional statement (i.e., if-then construct)
β = (σ,⊥, s, a, σ′), where states σ and σ′ map locations l
and l′, respectively. Condition γ is mapped to the conditional
expression s ∈ S(Υ) guarding β. Update instructions ξ are
mapped to a ∈ A(Υ), representing the (set of) assignment
instruction(s) performed as soon as β is executed and s
evaluates to true.

B. DEPLOYABLE CODE PATTERNS
Applying this mapping principle to recurrent modeling pat-
terns in the HA model leads to recurrent code patterns,
presented in the following. Lines in Table 3, 4, 5, and 6 are
color-coded to highlight differences between deployment in
a real and simulated environment.

Hereinafter, while presenting code patterns, we use nota-
tion a (→ b ∈ B) to indicate how a formal model element a
is mapped to a deployment unit element b ∈ B: for example,
the fact that guard condition γj is mapped to conditional
expression sj is expressed as γj (→ sj ∈ S(Υ)). We recall
that, as in Section II-C, the automata that model the robot, the
battery, and the humans are generically labeled as x, whereas
the location capturing a generic operating condition 〈op〉 of
agent x is labelled as x〈op〉. The pattern featuring locations
labelled as o is instead a subcomponent of the orchestrator
automaton and is, thus, realized by a standalone script.

As for the patterns for simulation scripts (described in
Section V-B1, Section V-B2, and Section V-B3), a further
remark is necessary about their apparently non-cyclical na-
ture. The scripts implement a standard interface provided by
the simulator. All the code blocks shown in Table 3, 4, and 5
belong to a function of the interface that deals with agents’
actuation in the scene and is, by default, re-run at each time
step (∆t = 10ms) throughout the whole simulation.

1) Controllable Switch Pattern
The first pattern, shown in Table 3, is the controllable switch.
The resulting code pattern consists of:

• a for loop so that, during initizialization, agent x sub-
scribes to ROS topics tj ∈ T ;

• a callback function t_cbj (one for each subscribed
topic) which is invoked every time a new message m is
received through topic tj: within the function, operating
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TABLE 3: Controllable Switch pattern model (on the left) to code (on
the right) transformation. Color-coding for the automaton is the same as in
Fig.2, except for channel labels which, for visualization purposes, are black
instead of red. The code pattern highlights mutually exclusive lines that are
present if the application is simulated (in dark blue) or deployed in a real
environment (in red).

Automaton Pattern Code Pattern
(*simulated/*real/*both)

<latexit sha1_base64="LezNICQTQ0LS/Fze8d3XF9fK2Bk=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwMlDQnIgRVZCMQlAgaSpAIiRRH0frYhBPns3W3RkRWPoFP4CtooaJDtBQU/Au2cQGErUYz+5oJEyUted6HMzE5NT0zOzdfW1hcWl5xV9cubZwagU0Rq9i0Q7CopMYmSVLYTgxCFCpshTcnhd66RWNlrC9omGA3goGWfSmAcqrnbgcR0LWk7G7UK6HtZ4ECPVDI44QHpoSjWs+tew2vLD4O/ArUWVVnPfczuIpFGqEmocDaju8l1M3AkBTFwiC1mIC4gQF2cqghQtvNSkMjvpVaoJgnaLhUvCTx50QGkbXDKMw7y5//agX5n9ZJqX/YzaROUkItikMkc6fFISuMzJNCfiUNEkHxOXKpuQADRGgkByFyMs2jK/Lw/7ofB5e7DX+/4Z3v1Y+Oq2Tm2AbbZDvMZwfsiJ2yM9Zkgt2zR/bEnp0H58V5dd6+Wyecamad/Srn/QviRaIQ</latexit>xhopi

<latexit sha1_base64="iUjMhxbKNkERb+Iw8itUzCa9DBM=">AAACHHicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIiSqyEYgKCNoKINEAlIcWetjE06cz9bdGoGs/AKfwFfQQkWHaJEo+BfOJgWvreZmdm93Js6UtOT7797E5NT0zOzcfG1hcWl5pb661rVpbgR2RKpScx6DRSU1dkiSwvPMICSxwrP46qjUz67RWJnqU7rNsJ/AUMuBFECOiurbYQJ0Kam4GUUVtIMiVKCHCnmaRQEPTfUYRfWG3/Sr4n9BMAYNNq52VP8IL1KRJ6hJKLC2F/gZ9QswJIX7rxbmFjMQVzDEnoMaErT9onI04lu5BUp5hoZLxSsSv08UkFh7m8Suszr6t1aS/2m9nAYH/ULqLCfUolxE0lktF1lhpIsK+YU0SATl5cil5gIMEKGRHIRwZO6yq7k8gt/u/4LuTjPYa/onu43W4TiZObbBNtk2C9g+a7Fj1mYdJtgde2CP7Mm79569F+/1q3XCG8+ssx/lvX0C5l+ioA==</latexit>xhop1i
<latexit sha1_base64="/T54HW+qALmd5s67q4exU+CHMhU=">AAACHHicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIiSqyEYgKCNoKINEAlIcWetjE06cz9bdGoGs/AKfwFfQQkWHaJEo+BfOJgWvreZmdm93Js6UtOT7797E5NT0zOzcfG1hcWl5pb661rVpbgR2RKpScx6DRSU1dkiSwvPMICSxwrP46qjUz67RWJnqU7rNsJ/AUMuBFECOiurbYQJ0Kam4GUUVtIMiVKCHCnmaRZqHpnqMonrDb/pV8b8gGIMGG1c7qn+EF6nIE9QkFFjbC/yM+gUYksL9VwtzixmIKxhiz0ENCdp+UTka8a3cAqU8Q8Ol4hWJ3ycKSKy9TWLXWR39WyvJ/7ReToODfiF1lhNqUS4i6ayWi6ww0kWF/EIaJILycuRScwEGiNBIDkI4MnfZ1VwewW/3f0F3pxnsNf2T3UbrcJzMHNtgm2ybBWyftdgxa7MOE+yOPbBH9uTde8/ei/f61TrhjWfW2Y/y3j4BR6ai3Q==</latexit>xhopni

<latexit sha1_base64="HGZV3v/P6+yYBEQpJdfpPe6WJLA=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQUcEDWWQyENKrOh82YRTzg/u1kiRlYKvoIWKDtHyKRT8C7ZxAQlTjWZ2tbPjRUoasu1Pa2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TBhrgU0RqlB3PG5QyQCbJElhJ9LIfU9h2xtfZX77AbWRYXBLkwhdn48COZSCUyq5PZ/THVEi+s70ol+p2jU7B5snTkGqUKDRr3z1BqGIfQxIKG5M17EjchOuSQqF03IvNhhxMeYj7KY04D4aN8lDT9lhbDiFLELNpGK5iL83Eu4bM/G9dDILaWa9TPzP68Y0PHcTGUQxYSCyQyQV5oeM0DJtA9lAaiTiWXJkMmCCa06EWjIuRCrGaT3ltA9n9vt50jquOac1++akWr8sminBPhzAEThwBnW4hgY0QcA9PMEzvFiP1qv1Zr3/jC5Yxc4e/IH18Q2Zapad</latexit>

c1?
<latexit sha1_base64="d/IkHVsgrX51ltnhvYAChfUL74Y=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQUcEDWWQyENKrOh82YRTzmdzt0aKrBR8BS1UdIiWT6HgX7BDCkiYajSzq52dIFbSkut+OguLS8srq4W14vrG5tZ2aWe3YaPECKyLSEWmFXCLSmqskySFrdggDwOFzWB4lfvNBzRWRvqWRjH6IR9o2ZeCUyb5nZDTHVEqunp80S2V3Yo7AZsn3pSUYYpat/TV6UUiCVGTUNzatufG5KfckBQKx8VOYjHmYsgH2M6o5iFaP52EHrPDxHKKWIyGScUmIv7eSHlo7SgMssk8pJ31cvE/r51Q/9xPpY4TQi3yQyQVTg5ZYWTWBrKeNEjE8+TIpGaCG06ERjIuRCYmWT3FrA9v9vt50jiueKcV9+akXL2cNlOAfTiAI/DgDKpwDTWog4B7eIJneHEenVfnzXn/GV1wpjt78AfOxzf495ba</latexit>

cn?
<latexit sha1_base64="mt5LNg0rbec5h3k4YFrrGyISn4s=">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</latexit>

⇠hop,op1i
<latexit sha1_base64="mKxGoDpBV1WR6/pzEIqvDVKw4GQ=">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</latexit>

⇠hop,opni

…

for tj ∈ T do
ros.subscribe(tj , t_cbj)

end

function t_cbj(m):
x.l← x〈opj(m)〉
Υ′s ← a〈op,opj(m)〉(Υs)

/* low-level proprietary functions */
end

condition x.l is updated, then assignment instructions
a〈op,opj(m)〉 are executed.

A controllable switch occurs when a change of operating
condition from 〈op〉 to 〈opj〉 is appropriate according to the
orchestrator policies. In the formal model, this causes the
related channel cj to fire; the orchestrator triggers an event
(cj!) and an agent reacts to it (cj?). In the deployment model,
commands are shared via ROS. Therefore, the orchestrator
script publishes the command through a dedicated ROS pub-
lisher node. The script internal to the simulator corresponding
to the destination agent, having subscribed to ROS topic cj
(→ tj ∈ T ) at the beginning of the simulation/execution,
receives such command over the same topic.

While in the corresponding status 〈op〉, the agent is con-
stantly listening on topic cj (→ tj ∈ T ). As soon as a
new message is published, the script executes the callback
function, generically called t_cbj .

In the real script, the whole ROS message m is passed as
input parameter to the callback function. The target operating
condition is a function of message m and is, thus, with a
slight abuse of notation, referred to in Table 3 as 〈opj(m)〉.

The content of function t_cbj replicates the corresponding
edge of the automaton: firstly the variable x .l ∈ Υs ⊂ Υ
that keeps track of agent x’s current location is updated to
x〈opj(m)〉. Subsequently, the actions performed (or simulated)
by agent x in reaction to the command are captured by
update instructions ξ〈op,opj(m)〉 (→ a〈op,opj(m)〉 ∈ A(Υ)). As
per Table 3, in case of deployment in a real setting, this would
correspond to the execution of proprietary functions dealing
with lower-level tasks (e.g., trajectory planning).

2) Uncontrollable Switch Pattern

The uncontrollable switch pattern, shown in Table 4, consists
of:

• n if-then-else statements βj ∈ B guarded by as
many conditional expressions sj ∧ x.l = x〈op〉, where
sj ∈ S(Υ) holds for all j ∈ [1, n]: when one of con-

TABLE 4: Uncontrollable Switch pattern model-to-code transformation.
Color-coding is the same as in Table 3 for both columns.

Automaton Pattern Code Pattern
(*simulated/*real/*both)

<latexit sha1_base64="LezNICQTQ0LS/Fze8d3XF9fK2Bk=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwMlDQnIgRVZCMQlAgaSpAIiRRH0frYhBPns3W3RkRWPoFP4CtooaJDtBQU/Au2cQGErUYz+5oJEyUted6HMzE5NT0zOzdfW1hcWl5xV9cubZwagU0Rq9i0Q7CopMYmSVLYTgxCFCpshTcnhd66RWNlrC9omGA3goGWfSmAcqrnbgcR0LWk7G7UK6HtZ4ECPVDI44QHpoSjWs+tew2vLD4O/ArUWVVnPfczuIpFGqEmocDaju8l1M3AkBTFwiC1mIC4gQF2cqghQtvNSkMjvpVaoJgnaLhUvCTx50QGkbXDKMw7y5//agX5n9ZJqX/YzaROUkItikMkc6fFISuMzJNCfiUNEkHxOXKpuQADRGgkByFyMs2jK/Lw/7ofB5e7DX+/4Z3v1Y+Oq2Tm2AbbZDvMZwfsiJ2yM9Zkgt2zR/bEnp0H58V5dd6+Wyecamad/Srn/QviRaIQ</latexit>xhopi

<latexit sha1_base64="iUjMhxbKNkERb+Iw8itUzCa9DBM=">AAACHHicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIiSqyEYgKCNoKINEAlIcWetjE06cz9bdGoGs/AKfwFfQQkWHaJEo+BfOJgWvreZmdm93Js6UtOT7797E5NT0zOzcfG1hcWl5pb661rVpbgR2RKpScx6DRSU1dkiSwvPMICSxwrP46qjUz67RWJnqU7rNsJ/AUMuBFECOiurbYQJ0Kam4GUUVtIMiVKCHCnmaRQEPTfUYRfWG3/Sr4n9BMAYNNq52VP8IL1KRJ6hJKLC2F/gZ9QswJIX7rxbmFjMQVzDEnoMaErT9onI04lu5BUp5hoZLxSsSv08UkFh7m8Suszr6t1aS/2m9nAYH/ULqLCfUolxE0lktF1lhpIsK+YU0SATl5cil5gIMEKGRHIRwZO6yq7k8gt/u/4LuTjPYa/onu43W4TiZObbBNtk2C9g+a7Fj1mYdJtgde2CP7Mm79569F+/1q3XCG8+ssx/lvX0C5l+ioA==</latexit>xhop1i
<latexit sha1_base64="/T54HW+qALmd5s67q4exU+CHMhU=">AAACHHicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIiSqyEYgKCNoKINEAlIcWetjE06cz9bdGoGs/AKfwFfQQkWHaJEo+BfOJgWvreZmdm93Js6UtOT7797E5NT0zOzcfG1hcWl5pb661rVpbgR2RKpScx6DRSU1dkiSwvPMICSxwrP46qjUz67RWJnqU7rNsJ/AUMuBFECOiurbYQJ0Kam4GUUVtIMiVKCHCnmaRZqHpnqMonrDb/pV8b8gGIMGG1c7qn+EF6nIE9QkFFjbC/yM+gUYksL9VwtzixmIKxhiz0ENCdp+UTka8a3cAqU8Q8Ol4hWJ3ycKSKy9TWLXWR39WyvJ/7ReToODfiF1lhNqUS4i6ayWi6ww0kWF/EIaJILycuRScwEGiNBIDkI4MnfZ1VwewW/3f0F3pxnsNf2T3UbrcJzMHNtgm2ybBWyftdgxa7MOE+yOPbBH9uTde8/ei/f61TrhjWfW2Y/y3j4BR6ai3Q==</latexit>xhopni

<latexit sha1_base64="mt5LNg0rbec5h3k4YFrrGyISn4s=">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</latexit>

⇠hop,op1i
<latexit sha1_base64="mKxGoDpBV1WR6/pzEIqvDVKw4GQ=">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</latexit>

⇠hop,opni

…

<latexit sha1_base64="ETy0maAV3s10oZSY9AVCz8avLyc=">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</latexit> n̂

j=1

ihopji

<latexit sha1_base64="Ptkt6V0eJrERGPTxYwAamqodjHc=">AAAB+nicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIKnMKtGk5voxaOCeUASQu/YxsGZ3WWmVwjRn/CqJ2/i1Z/x4L84GyOoaJ2Kqm66uqJUK0dCvAUTk1PTM7Nz84WFxaXlleLqWsMlmZVYl4lObCsCh1rFWCdFGlupRTCRxmZ0fZz7zRu0TiXxOQ1S7Brox+pSSSAvtTp9MAZ6Ya9YEmWxX6ntCi7KFREe1GqeCLFf3d3hoSc5SmyM017xvXORyMxgTFKDc+1QpNQdgiUlNd4VOpnDFOQ19LHtaQwGXXc4ynvHtzIHlPAULVeaj0T8vjEE49zARH7SAF25314u/uW1M7qsdocqTjPCWOaHSGkcHXLSKl8E8gtlkQjy5MhVzCVYIEKrOEjpxcw3U/B9fD3N/yeNnXJYKYuzvdLh0biZObbBNtk2C9kBO2Qn7JTVmWSa3bMH9hjcBk/Bc/DyOToRjHfW2Q8Erx/aDJSL</latexit>�1
<latexit sha1_base64="xKG2jPzqHZoowQbJvci1Prnrfvk=">AAAB+nicdVBNL0NBFJ3nW30VS5uJRmLVzEPRnbCxJFGatE1z37hqYmbey8x9Eil/wpaVndj6Mxb+i3lVCcJZnZxzb+65J8m08iTEWzQyOjY+MTk1XZqZnZtfKC8unfo0dxIbMtWpaybgUSuLDVKksZk5BJNoPEuuDgr/7BqdV6k9oZsMOwZ6Vl0oCRSkZrsHxkDXdssVURXbtfqm4KJaE/FOvR6IENu7mxs8DqRAhQ1x1C2/t89TmRu0JDV434pFRp0+OFJS412pnXvMQF5BD1uBWjDoO/1B3ju+lnuglGfouNJ8IOL3jT4Y729MEiYN0KX/7RXiX14rp4vdTl/ZLCe0sjhESuPgkJdOhSKQnyuHRFAkR64sl+CACJ3iIGUQ89BMKfTx9TT/n5xuVONaVRxvVfb2h81MsRW2ytZZzHbYHjtkR6zBJNPsnj2wx+g2eoqeo5fP0ZFouLPMfiB6/QA5LpTI</latexit>�n

if s1 ∧ x .l = x〈op〉 then
Υ′s ← a〈op,op1〉(Υs)
/* low-level proprietary functions */
x .l ← x〈op1〉

...
else if sn ∧ x .l = x〈op〉 then

Υ′s ← a〈op,opn〉(Υs)
/* low-level proprietary functions */
x .l ← x〈opn〉

end

ditions sj evaluates to true, assignment instructions
a〈op,opj〉 are executed.

Note that combining the modeling patterns that formally
model the scenario in our framework leads to uncontrollable
switches which are guaranteed to be well-formed, that is, that
have the following features:

1) given the invariant i and guard γ associated with
the switch: a) |Ni ∩Nγ | > 0 holds for all uncontrol-
lable switches, where Ni ⊂ RW and Nγ ⊂ RW are
the sets of valuations that satisfy i and γ respectively;
b) there exists at least one real-valued variable or clock
v ∈W \ Vdc ∪K such that νi,var(v) = νj,var(v) = v
holds for some v ∈ R for all νi,var ∈ Ni and all
νj,var ∈ Nj ;

2) given n uncontrollable edges outgoing from the same
location and guarded by as many γj conditions, such
conditions must be disjoint:

⋂n
j=1Nγj = ∅ holds, where

Nγj is the set of valuations satisfying γj .
In case of an uncontrollable switch, as in Table 4, the

edge from location x〈op〉 to x〈opj〉 is guarded by condition
γj and i〈opj〉(→ sj ∈ S(Υ)) is a member of the invariant of
x〈op〉. The way in which invariants i〈opj〉(→ sj ∈ S(Υ)) are
enforced in scripts is explained in Section V-B3, here we
focus only on how outgoing edges are translated into code.

As explained in Section IV, the automaton is forced to
switch to x〈opj〉 when variable and clock values simultane-
ously satisfy both i〈opj〉 and γj . Note that, as previously
mentioned, in our model guard conditions on uncontrollable
edges are guaranteed to be disjoint. For this reason, in the
corresponding code pattern reported in Table 4, it is correct
that, when one of the γj ∧ x .l = x〈op〉 conditions is verified,
no other if branch is visited. Constraint x .l = x〈op〉 is
necessary because the location might also be updated by a
callback function, as explained in Section V-B1. As soon as a
γj (→ sj ∈ S(Υ)) condition becomes true, update ξ〈op,opj〉
(→ a〈op,opj〉 ∈ A(Υ)) is executed (or proprietary functions
are invoked). Finally, x .l is updated to x〈opj〉.
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TABLE 5: Sensor Reading pattern (〈op〉_pub〈id〉) model-to-code trans-
formation. Color-coding is the same as in Table 3 for both columns.

Automaton Pattern Code Pattern
(*simulated/*real/*both)

<latexit sha1_base64="LezNICQTQ0LS/Fze8d3XF9fK2Bk=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwMlDQnIgRVZCMQlAgaSpAIiRRH0frYhBPns3W3RkRWPoFP4CtooaJDtBQU/Au2cQGErUYz+5oJEyUted6HMzE5NT0zOzdfW1hcWl5xV9cubZwagU0Rq9i0Q7CopMYmSVLYTgxCFCpshTcnhd66RWNlrC9omGA3goGWfSmAcqrnbgcR0LWk7G7UK6HtZ4ECPVDI44QHpoSjWs+tew2vLD4O/ArUWVVnPfczuIpFGqEmocDaju8l1M3AkBTFwiC1mIC4gQF2cqghQtvNSkMjvpVaoJgnaLhUvCTx50QGkbXDKMw7y5//agX5n9ZJqX/YzaROUkItikMkc6fFISuMzJNCfiUNEkHxOXKpuQADRGgkByFyMs2jK/Lw/7ofB5e7DX+/4Z3v1Y+Oq2Tm2AbbZDvMZwfsiJ2yM9Zkgt2zR/bEnp0H58V5dd6+Wyecamad/Srn/QviRaIQ</latexit>xhopi

<latexit sha1_base64="aUx6lr/Epx31tONP/2bKObkIQC8=">AAACMHicdVDLThRBFK1GERxRB126qTAxYUEmVQRhSFgQ3LjExAGS6cnkds2dsUJ1daXqNoF0+mf8BL/Crax0YQhbv8LqZkjU6F2dnHNf52TO6EBCfE+WHjxcfrSy+rjzZO3ps+fd9RcnoSi9wqEqTOHPMghotMUhaTJ45jxCnhk8zc7fNvrpBfqgC/uBrhyOc5hbPdMKKFKT7kFapTnQR00V1ZMW+rwq3bRO6y2eXuo7Lsyq1ICdG+SF46lvYT3p9kRfCCGl5A2Qe7sigv39wbYccNlIsXpsUceT7o90WqgyR0vKQAgjKRyNK/CkVdzXScuADtQ5zHEUoYUcw7hqXdb8dRmACu7Qc214S+LvExXkIVzlWexsX/5ba8h/aaOSZoNxpa0rCa1qDpGORptDQXkd40M+1R6JoPkcubZcgQci9JqDUpEsY56dmMe9af5/cLLdl2/64v1O7/Bokcwqe8U22CaTbI8dsnfsmA2ZYp/YF/aVXSefk2/JTXJ717qULGZesj8q+fkLcSWryA==</latexit>{tupd}, ⇠hopi

<latexit sha1_base64="d51lMHY0nAAp2cM4kIGOdDbcwuM=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQHEYIqshEISgQNZZBIQIqjaH3ZhBPns3W3RoqsfAKfwFfQQkWHaCko+BfOJgWvrUYz+5qJUiUt+f67NzE5NT0zOzdfWVhcWl6prq61bJIZgU2RqMRcRWBRSY1NkqTwKjUIcaTwMro5LfTLWzRWJvqChil2Yhho2ZcCyFHd6k4YA10T5emoW0Lbz0MFeqCQyx4PTQlHm91qza/7ZfG/IBiDGhtXo1v9CHuJyGLUJBRY2w78lDo5GJLCLayEmcUUxA0MsO2ghhhtJy8Njfh2ZoESnqLhUvGSxO8TOcTWDuPIdZY//9YK8j+tnVH/qJNLnWaEWhSHSDqnxSErjHRJIe9Jg0RQfO4y0FyAASI0koMQjsxcdBWXR/Db/V/Q2qsHB3X/fL92fDJOZo5tsC22ywJ2yI7ZGWuwJhPsjj2wR/bk3XvP3ov3+tU64Y1n1tmP8t4+Ae5+ohg=</latexit>

phidi!

<latexit sha1_base64="pKKgGz/3v+a0R3b785GfgQAQGVw=">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</latexit>

tupd � Tpoll

<latexit sha1_base64="PMemlUI6YDeQEnIEamgjyI/8XGI=">AAACDXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAxWiOREhUUU2AkEZQUMZJPKQEss6XzbhlPNDd2tEZFl8Al9BCxUdouUbKPgXbOMCEqYazexqZ8eLpNBoWZ9GZWFxaXmlulpbW9/Y3DK3dzo6jBWHNg9lqHoe0yBFAG0UKKEXKWC+J6HrTS5zv3sHSoswuMFpBI7PxoEYCc4wk1xzb+AzvBWY3KduQZWfRLHnitQ161bDKkDniV2SOinRcs2vwTDksQ8Bcsm07ttWhE7CFAouIa0NYg0R4xM2hn5GA+aDdpLihZQexpphSCNQVEhaiPB7I2G+1lPfyybzlHrWy8X/vH6Mo3MnEUEUIwQ8P4RCQnFIcyWyboAOhQJElicHKgLKmWKIoARlnGdinJVVy/qwZ7+fJ53jhn3asK5P6s2Lspkq2ScH5IjY5Iw0yRVpkTbh5IE8kWfyYjwar8ab8f4zWjHKnV3yB8bHN8t6nMw=</latexit>xpubi

<latexit sha1_base64="P9evS10+46Y0jKWBX5388egF51U=">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</latexit> n̂

j=1

ihopji^

tupd  Tpoll ^ �hopi

t← getSysTime()

if x.l = x〈op〉∧∧n
j=1 s〈opj〉 ∧

t− tlast ≤ Tpoll then
Υ← φ〈op〉(t,K)
/* real physical evolution */

end

if x.l = x〈op〉∧
t− tlast ≥ Tpoll then
tlast← t
Υ′s ← a〈op〉(Υs)
/* sensor reading */
for υ ∈ Υs do
ros.publish(t〈id〉, υ)

end
end

3) Sensor Reading Pattern
The third pattern is the one presented as 〈op〉_pub〈id〉 in
Section IV, which consists of:
• an update of variable t ∈ Υ through simulator-specific

function getSysTime();
• an if-then statement β1 ∈ B which is executed if:

agent x is in operating condition x〈op〉, expres-
sion s〈opj〉 ∈ S(Υ) is true for all j ∈ [1, n], and
t− tlast ≤ Tpoll holds. If all of these conditions hold,
physical variables evolve according to laws φ〈op〉;

• an if-then statement β2 ∈ B which is executed if: agent
x is in operating condition x〈op〉, and t− tlast ≥ Tpoll

holds. Assignment instructions a〈op〉 are subsequently
executed and each sensor reading υ ∈ Υs is published
on topic t〈id〉 ∈ T through a for loop.

As per Table 5, every time this block of code is reached,
variable t ∈ X ⊂ Υ storing time is updated using proprietary
functions provided by the system [16]. In the automaton,
the value of clock tupd is compared against Tpoll to check
whether a new sensor reading is available. As for the code,
a support variable tlast ∈ Υs ⊂ Υ keeps track of the time
at which the previous sensor measurement was published. It
follows that the expression t− tlast is uniform to clock tupd.

If all invariants i〈opj〉(→ s〈opj〉 ∈ S(Υ)) hold, the simu-
lated physical variables are then updated according to laws
δ〈op〉 (→ φ〈op〉 ∈ Φ). If the condition guarding the end of
a sensor’s refresh period (i.e., t− tlast ≥ Tpoll) is satis-
fied, tlast is updated and variables in Υs ⊂ Υ correspond-
ing to sensor readings are updated as required by ξ〈op〉
(→ a〈op〉 ∈ A(Υ)).

Since the committed location prescribes that no time
elapses before the following instruction is executed (i.e.,
triggering channel p〈id〉), the script immediately instructs a
dedicated ROS node to publish the updated sensor readings
on topic 〈id〉 through the ROS interface provided by the

TABLE 6: System Monitoring pattern model-to-code transformation. The
generic automaton and code patterns are shown on the left, whereas the
right column features the specific instance of this pattern in our framework.
Color-coding is the same as in Table 3 for both columns.

Generic Automaton/Code Pat-
tern

Instantiated Automaton/Code
Pattern

<latexit sha1_base64="Q+Mbk0Hs3F9xLgIjQPNUdhY0UmA=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIhBVZCMQlAgaSpAIiRRH0frYhBPns3W3Roqs/AGfwFfQQkWHaGko+BfOJgUkbDWa2ddMlCppyfc/vanpmdm5+YXFytLyyupadX3j2iaZEdgQiUpMKwKLSmpskCSFrdQgxJHCZnR3VujNezRWJvqKBil2Yuhr2ZMCyFHd6m4YA91KypNht4S2l4cKdF8hT1IemhIOu9WaX/fL4pMgGIEaG9VFt/oV3iQii1GTUGBtO/BT6uRgSAq3rxJmFlMQd9DHtoMaYrSdvPQz5DuZBUp4ioZLxUsSf0/kEFs7iCPXWb48rhXkf1o7o95xJ5c6zQi1KA6RdEaLQ1YY6YJCfiMNEkHxOXKpuQADRGgkByEcmbnkKi6PYNz9JLjerweHdf/yoHZyOkpmgW2xbbbHAnbETtg5u2ANJtgDe2LP7MV79F69N+/9p3XKG81ssj/lfXwDjv+h8w==</latexit>ohopi

<latexit sha1_base64="H36ZL8rJRzyWfRTEhKjfb+/tn4E=">AAACJ3icbVC7TutAEF3zuEAuXAKUNCuiK1FF9r0gKBE0lEEiASmOrPEyCaus19buGIEsfwifwFfQQkWHoKDgT1ibFLymOnvOzM6cE2dKWvL9Z29qemb219z8QuP34tKf5ebKas+muRHYFalKzWkMFpXU2CVJCk8zg5DECk/i8UGln1ygsTLVx3SV4SCBkZZDKYAcFTX/hwnQuaQiLaOixiYpxPm4jOqHHRahAj1SyC9DU4OyjJotv+3Xxb+DYAJabFKdqPkSnqUiT1CTUGBtP/AzGhRgSAr3YSPMLWYgxjDCvoMaErSDojZX8r+5BUp5hoZLxWsSP04UkFh7lcSus774q1aRP2n9nIa7g0LqLCfUolpE0vmsFllhpEsN+Zk0SATV5cil5gIMEKGRHIRwZO5ibLg8gq/uv4Pev3aw3faPtlp7+5Nk5tk622CbLGA7bI8dsg7rMsGu2S27Y/fejffgPXpP761T3mRmjX0q7/UNl7yoWA==</latexit>ochkhxi

<latexit sha1_base64="zwrtFSWxNPYRSmVyy3XsXfwcWmo=">AAACH3icdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXjI9b0IvHCCYGkrD0jh0dMvtwplcIy36En+BXeNWTN/Gag//iZo2ion2qruqmu8qLlDRk2yOrMDU9MztXnC8tLC4tr5RX11omjLXApghVqNseGFQywCZJUtiONILvKbzwBidj/eIWtZFhcE7DCHs+XAWyLwVQRrnlna4PdC0podTNofYTEJR2Fd7kvekn524iA0pTt1yxqzXbOdp3uF218+JfjDNhKmxSDbf81r0MRexjQEKBMR3HjqiXgCYpFKalbmwwAjGAK+xkMAAfTS/JTaV8KzZAIY9Qc6l4TuL3jQR8Y4a+l03mf/7WxuRfWiem/mEvcxTFhIEYHyKpMD9khJZZWsgvpUYiGH+OXAZcgAYi1JKDEBkZZ/GVsjw+TfP/QWu36tSq9tlepX48SabINtgm22YOO2B1dsoarMkEu2MP7JE9WffWs/VivX6MFqzJzjr7UdboHXNspTw=</latexit>

tact  Tint

<latexit sha1_base64="QF4yJGqhRQhKAxpmZtPzicvjSaU=">AAACIHicdVDLSsNQEL3xbX1FXbq5WAQXUhKxPnZFNy4VrAptCJPbab148/DeiVBCfsJP8Cvc6sqduFTwX0xjFRU9qzPnzDAzJ0iUNOQ4L9bI6Nj4xOTUdGVmdm5+wV5cOjVxqgU2RaxifR6AQSUjbJIkheeJRggDhWfB5cHAP7tGbWQcnVA/QS+EXiS7UgAVkm9vtEOgC0kZ5X5JdZiBoLyt8KqsTTc78bNExyLPfbvq1OqOu7ftcqfmlOBfijtUqmyII99+a3dikYYYkVBgTMt1EvIy0CSFwrzSTg0mIC6hh62CRhCi8bLyq5yvpQYo5glqLhUvRfw+kUFoTD8Mis7y0N/eQPzLa6XU3fUyGSUpYSQGi0gqLBcZoWURF/KO1EgEg8uRy4gL0ECEWnIQohDTIr9Kkcfn0/x/crpZc+s153ir2tgfJjPFVtgqW2cu22ENdsiOWJMJdsPu2D17sG6tR+vJev5oHbGGM8vsB6zXd06ipa8=</latexit>

tact  Tproc

<latexit sha1_base64="/fpJOE2wI/l8F4hpCTMB4rMcbhM=">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</latexit>

⇠O, {tact}
<latexit sha1_base64="HeLPXtZUmS++5Ghq2z/d2avNKWw=">AAACD3icdVC7SgRBEJz17fk6NTQZPASjY0Z8nJloYqjgqXB7HL1jq4OzD2Z6BVk28BP8ClONzMTUTzDwX5w9T1DRioqqbrq6osxoR0K8BUPDI6Nj4xOTtanpmdm5+vzCsUtzq7CtUpPa0wgcGp1gmzQZPM0sQhwZPImu9ir/5Bqt02lyRDcZdmO4SPS5VkBe6tWXwiKMgS41FVT2+tTGBSgqw7JXb4imEEJKySsitzaFJ9vbrTXZ4rKyPBpsgINe/T08S1UeY0LKgHMdKTLqFmBJK4NlLcwdZqCu4AI7niYQo+sW/SdKvpI7oJRnaLk2vC/i940CYudu4shPVindb68S//I6OZ23uoVOspwwUdUh0gb7h5yy2reD/ExbJIIqOXKdcAUWiNBqDkp5Mfd11XwfX0/z/8nxWlNuNMXhemNnd9DMBFtiy2yVSbbFdtg+O2Btptgtu2cP7DG4C56C5+Dlc3QoGOwssh8IXj8Axkad6w==</latexit>{tact}

<latexit sha1_base64="cUFnbReYcJYDkVXo8mO14KELYGw=">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</latexit>

tact � Tint

…
<latexit sha1_base64="6ZLdGYVEZxhq84+WyNdKfy/dgBg=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pBiKzpfNuGU8/l0t0aKrEh8BS1UdIiWX6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq52dUEth0XU/naXlldW19cpGdXNre2e3trffsXFiOLR5LGPTC5kFKRS0UaCEnjbAolBCN5xc5373AYwVsbrDqYYgYmMlRoIzzCTfjxje21GqB95sUKu7DbcAXSReSeqkRGtQ+/KHMU8iUMgls7bvuRqDlBkUXMKs6icWNOMTNoZ+RhWLwAZpkXlGjxPLMKYaDBWSFiL83khZZO00CrPJIuO8l4v/ef0ER5dBKpROEBTPD6GQUByy3IisDKBDYQCR5cmBCkU5MwwRjKCM80xMsnaqWR/e/PeLpHPa8M4b7u1ZvXlVNlMhh+SInBCPXJAmuSEt0iacaPJEnsmL8+i8Om/O+8/oklPuHJA/cD6+AQoYllI=</latexit>p1

<latexit sha1_base64="6pODoEFiTnpXzWYqWOMUX/rMkck=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pBiKzpfNuGU8/l0t0aKrEh8BS1UdIiWX6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq52dUEth0XU/naXlldW19cpGdXNre2e3trffsXFiOLR5LGPTC5kFKRS0UaCEnjbAolBCN5xc5373AYwVsbrDqYYgYmMlRoIzzCTfjxje21GqB2o2qNXdhluALhKvJHVSojWoffnDmCcRKOSSWdv3XI1BygwKLmFW9RMLmvEJG0M/o4pFYIO0yDyjx4llGFMNhgpJCxF+b6QssnYahdlkkXHey8X/vH6Co8sgFUonCIrnh1BIKA5ZbkRWBtChMIDI8uRAhaKcGYYIRlDGeSYmWTvVrA9v/vtF0jlteOcN9/as3rwqm6mQQ3JETohHLkiT3JAWaRNONHkiz+TFeXRenTfn/Wd0ySl3DsgfOB/faWiWjw==</latexit>pn

<latexit sha1_base64="yPX9H8cCwm+1nIgh8LyGzCxgMo0=">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</latexit>

�1 ^ �proc
<latexit sha1_base64="NQ4Xm1MwOyohMEqLgpWJHAA/4OI=">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</latexit>

�n ^ �proc

<latexit sha1_base64="vVusk9JkpAd4H+dap7jYZ23l1Mg=">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</latexit> n̂

j=1

¬�j ^ �proc

<latexit sha1_base64="5N4AWSEJ0Gz1JFY3pXILO1UrdV0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH5sgmnnM/H3RopslLwFbRQ0SFaPoWCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2Ai2FRdf9dEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vZOdXevbaPYcGjxSEamGzALUihooUAJXW2AhYGETjC5yvzOAxgrInWLUw1+yMZKjARnmEp+P2R4Z0eJxUjPBtWaW3dz0EXiFaRGCjQH1a/+MOJxCAq5ZNb2PFejnzCDgkuYVfqxBc34hI2hl1LFQrB+koee0aPYMoyoBkOFpLkIvzcSFlo7DYN0Mg8572Xif14vxtGFnwilYwTFs0MoJOSHLDcibQPoUBhAZFlyoEJRzgxDBCMo4zwV47SeStqHN//9Immf1L2zuntzWmtcFs2UyQE5JMfEI+ekQa5Jk7QIJ/fkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0ZJT7OyTP3A+vgFpV5ci</latexit>

stop

<latexit sha1_base64="Rlcv0ZSibMhDB5aV+Osn+jB2iB0=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH6sgmnnB/crZEiKwVfQQsVHaLlUyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6p7u61TRhrgS0RqlB3PTCoZIAtkqSwG2kE31PY8SZXmd95QG1kGNzSNELXh3EgR1IApZLb94HuzCgZgVSzQbVm1+0cfJE4BamxAs1B9as/DEXsY0BCgTE9x47ITUCTFApnlX5sMAIxgTH2UhqAj8ZN8tAzfhQboJBHqLlUPBfx90YCvjFT30sn85DzXib+5/ViGl24iQyimDAQ2SGSCvNDRmiZtoF8KDUSQZYcuQy4AA1EqCUHIVIxTuuppH04898vkvZJ3Tmr2zentcZl0UyZHbBDdswcds4a7Jo1WYsJds+e2DN7sR6tV+vNev8ZLVnFzj77A+vjGydklvg=</latexit>

fail

<latexit sha1_base64="Q+Mbk0Hs3F9xLgIjQPNUdhY0UmA=">AAACGnicbVC7TsNAEDzzJrwClDQnIhBVZCMQlAgaSpAIiRRH0frYhBPns3W3Roqs/AGfwFfQQkWHaGko+BfOJgUkbDWa2ddMlCppyfc/vanpmdm5+YXFytLyyupadX3j2iaZEdgQiUpMKwKLSmpskCSFrdQgxJHCZnR3VujNezRWJvqKBil2Yuhr2ZMCyFHd6m4YA91KypNht4S2l4cKdF8hT1IemhIOu9WaX/fL4pMgGIEaG9VFt/oV3iQii1GTUGBtO/BT6uRgSAq3rxJmFlMQd9DHtoMaYrSdvPQz5DuZBUp4ioZLxUsSf0/kEFs7iCPXWb48rhXkf1o7o95xJ5c6zQi1KA6RdEaLQ1YY6YJCfiMNEkHxOXKpuQADRGgkByEcmbnkKi6PYNz9JLjerweHdf/yoHZyOkpmgW2xbbbHAnbETtg5u2ANJtgDe2LP7MV79F69N+/9p3XKG81ssj/lfXwDjv+h8w==</latexit>ohopi

<latexit sha1_base64="H36ZL8rJRzyWfRTEhKjfb+/tn4E=">AAACJ3icbVC7TutAEF3zuEAuXAKUNCuiK1FF9r0gKBE0lEEiASmOrPEyCaus19buGIEsfwifwFfQQkWHoKDgT1ibFLymOnvOzM6cE2dKWvL9Z29qemb219z8QuP34tKf5ebKas+muRHYFalKzWkMFpXU2CVJCk8zg5DECk/i8UGln1ygsTLVx3SV4SCBkZZDKYAcFTX/hwnQuaQiLaOixiYpxPm4jOqHHRahAj1SyC9DU4OyjJotv+3Xxb+DYAJabFKdqPkSnqUiT1CTUGBtP/AzGhRgSAr3YSPMLWYgxjDCvoMaErSDojZX8r+5BUp5hoZLxWsSP04UkFh7lcSus774q1aRP2n9nIa7g0LqLCfUolpE0vmsFllhpEsN+Zk0SATV5cil5gIMEKGRHIRwZO5ibLg8gq/uv4Pev3aw3faPtlp7+5Nk5tk622CbLGA7bI8dsg7rMsGu2S27Y/fejffgPXpP761T3mRmjX0q7/UNl7yoWA==</latexit>ochkhxi

<latexit sha1_base64="zwrtFSWxNPYRSmVyy3XsXfwcWmo=">AAACH3icdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXjI9b0IvHCCYGkrD0jh0dMvtwplcIy36En+BXeNWTN/Gag//iZo2ion2qruqmu8qLlDRk2yOrMDU9MztXnC8tLC4tr5RX11omjLXApghVqNseGFQywCZJUtiONILvKbzwBidj/eIWtZFhcE7DCHs+XAWyLwVQRrnlna4PdC0podTNofYTEJR2Fd7kvekn524iA0pTt1yxqzXbOdp3uF218+JfjDNhKmxSDbf81r0MRexjQEKBMR3HjqiXgCYpFKalbmwwAjGAK+xkMAAfTS/JTaV8KzZAIY9Qc6l4TuL3jQR8Y4a+l03mf/7WxuRfWiem/mEvcxTFhIEYHyKpMD9khJZZWsgvpUYiGH+OXAZcgAYi1JKDEBkZZ/GVsjw+TfP/QWu36tSq9tlepX48SabINtgm22YOO2B1dsoarMkEu2MP7JE9WffWs/VivX6MFqzJzjr7UdboHXNspTw=</latexit>

tact  Tint

<latexit sha1_base64="QF4yJGqhRQhKAxpmZtPzicvjSaU=">AAACIHicdVDLSsNQEL3xbX1FXbq5WAQXUhKxPnZFNy4VrAptCJPbab148/DeiVBCfsJP8Cvc6sqduFTwX0xjFRU9qzPnzDAzJ0iUNOQ4L9bI6Nj4xOTUdGVmdm5+wV5cOjVxqgU2RaxifR6AQSUjbJIkheeJRggDhWfB5cHAP7tGbWQcnVA/QS+EXiS7UgAVkm9vtEOgC0kZ5X5JdZiBoLyt8KqsTTc78bNExyLPfbvq1OqOu7ftcqfmlOBfijtUqmyII99+a3dikYYYkVBgTMt1EvIy0CSFwrzSTg0mIC6hh62CRhCi8bLyq5yvpQYo5glqLhUvRfw+kUFoTD8Mis7y0N/eQPzLa6XU3fUyGSUpYSQGi0gqLBcZoWURF/KO1EgEg8uRy4gL0ECEWnIQohDTIr9Kkcfn0/x/crpZc+s153ir2tgfJjPFVtgqW2cu22ENdsiOWJMJdsPu2D17sG6tR+vJev5oHbGGM8vsB6zXd06ipa8=</latexit>

tact  Tproc

<latexit sha1_base64="tbJUzjwPwqVyTpHVvaH0dNW2J4s=">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</latexit>

�scs ^ �proc
<latexit sha1_base64="dYctAHOpTsIKeE9FZiwod1jVPyQ=">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</latexit>

�stop^
�proc

<latexit sha1_base64="iAy1hn9CFVz4RJO7gvTxy49Ord4=">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</latexit>

�fail ^ �proc

<latexit sha1_base64="/fpJOE2wI/l8F4hpCTMB4rMcbhM=">AAACGHicdVC7ThxBEJzF2BznB4sJnYw4W3JgnWYQcEeGcOLMh8QB0u1p1Ts0eMTsQzO9iNNqf4BP8Fc4xRGZRUpG4H/x7HKWsGVXVKrqVldXUhjtSIj7YOHJ4tNnS53l7vMXL1+thKuvD11eWoVjlZvcHifg0OgMx6TJ4HFhEdLE4FFy/rHxjy7QOp1nBzQrcJrCWaZPtQLyUhy+jS51XH2uP/CoilKgL5oqquOW2rQCRXVUx2FP9IUQUkreEDnYFp7s7Aw35JDLxvLosTlGcfgzOslVmWJGyoBzEykKmlZgSSuDdTcqHRagzuEMJ55mkKKbVu03NX9XOqCcF2i5NrwV8fFGBalzszTxk01K97fXiP/yJiWdDqeVzoqSMFPNIdIG20NOWe1rQn6iLRJBkxy5zrgCC0RoNQelvFj63rq+j99P8/+Tw42+3OqL/c3e7t68mQ57w9bZeybZgO2yT2zExkyxK/aNXbPvwdfgJvgR3D6MLgTznTX2B4K7X3D3oXQ=</latexit>

⇠O, {tact}<latexit sha1_base64="HeLPXtZUmS++5Ghq2z/d2avNKWw=">AAACD3icdVC7SgRBEJz17fk6NTQZPASjY0Z8nJloYqjgqXB7HL1jq4OzD2Z6BVk28BP8ClONzMTUTzDwX5w9T1DRioqqbrq6osxoR0K8BUPDI6Nj4xOTtanpmdm5+vzCsUtzq7CtUpPa0wgcGp1gmzQZPM0sQhwZPImu9ir/5Bqt02lyRDcZdmO4SPS5VkBe6tWXwiKMgS41FVT2+tTGBSgqw7JXb4imEEJKySsitzaFJ9vbrTXZ4rKyPBpsgINe/T08S1UeY0LKgHMdKTLqFmBJK4NlLcwdZqCu4AI7niYQo+sW/SdKvpI7oJRnaLk2vC/i940CYudu4shPVindb68S//I6OZ23uoVOspwwUdUh0gb7h5yy2reD/ExbJIIqOXKdcAUWiNBqDkp5Mfd11XwfX0/z/8nxWlNuNMXhemNnd9DMBFtiy2yVSbbFdtg+O2Btptgtu2cP7DG4C56C5+Dlc3QoGOwssh8IXj8Axkad6w==</latexit>{tact}

<latexit sha1_base64="cUFnbReYcJYDkVXo8mO14KELYGw=">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</latexit>

tact � Tint

<latexit sha1_base64="TEr4Kz4yiMvW+Ue6bc+GcNLWKWA=">AAACYXicdVFNTxsxFPQutIX0a0uPXKxGSD1FXmiA3FC5cASpAaRsFL11XlIL22vZbyuh1f7Knnroqb+CG940SLSCOY1m3ug9j0unVSAhfiXpxuaLl6+2tnuv37x99z77sHMZqtpLHMtKV/66hIBaWRyTIo3XziOYUuNVeXPa+Vc/0AdV2W9063BqYGnVQkmgKM0yU1hcFkswBmaFAfruTROocm2hwc6fMBegdFsUvef8IMM6+0gPi8b5SrazrC8G4nA4OhBcDIYiPxqNIhHi8Phgn+eRdOizNc5n2e9iXsnaoCWpIYRJLhxNG/CkpMa2V9QBHcgbWOIkUgsGw7RZ1dLyvToAVdyh50rzlYiPEw2YEG5NGSdXR/7vdeJT3qSmxfG0UdbVhFZ2i0hpXC0K0qvYN/K58kgE3eXIleUSPBChVxykjGIdP6AX+3h4NH+eXO4P8uFAXHzpn3xdN7PFdtkn9pnl7IidsDN2zsZMsp/sLkmTjeRPup1m6c7f0TRZZz6yf5Du3gP/Lrv/</latexit>¬�stop ^ ¬�fail

^¬�scs ^ �proc

<latexit sha1_base64="49vL86XRxo9ZgpqHtCf73EYial8=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pBiKzpfNuGU8/l0t0aKrEh8BS1UdIiWX6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq52dUEth0XU/naXlldW19cpGdXNre2e3trffsXFiOLR5LGPTC5kFKRS0UaCEnjbAolBCN5xc5373AYwVsbrDqYYgYmMlRoIzzCTfjxje21FquZ0NanW34Ragi8QrSZ2UaA1qX/4w5kkECrlk1vY9V2OQMoOCS5hV/cSCZnzCxtDPqGIR2CAtMs/ocWIZxlSDoULSQoTfGymLrJ1GYTZZZJz3cvE/r5/g6DJIhdIJguL5IRQSikOWG5GVAXQoDCCyPDlQoShnhiGCEZRxnolJ1k4168Ob/36RdE4b3nnDvT2rN6/KZirkkByRE+KRC9IkN6RF2oQTTZ7IM3lxHp1X5815/xldcsqdA/IHzsc3fDKWmw==</latexit>scs

while
∧n
j=1!sj do

o.l ← o〈op〉
sleep(Tint)
Υs ← aO(Υs)
o.l ← ochk〈x〉
sleep(Tproc)

end

while !sstop ∧ !sscs ∧ !sfail do
o.l ← o〈op〉
sleep(Tint)
Υs ← aO(Υs)
o.l ← ochk〈x〉
sleep(Tproc)

end

simulator. At this point, message publication occurs asyn-
chronously with respect to the agent’s script. As a matter of
fact, ROS handles the publisher’s queue independently of the
script, which in the formal model is captured by a specific
instance of template ros_pub〈id〉 presented in Section IV.

4) System Monitoring Pattern
The final pattern in Table 6 is the subcomponent 〈op〉_chk〈x〉
[5], which is applied to all 〈op〉 locations of the orchestrator.
The purpose of this pattern is to periodically check the state
of the system every Tint time instants against a set of policies
and, if necessary, send commands to the agents (e.g., stop the
robot if it has reached the destination). Note that the pattern
is also applicable to other systems with a likewise behavior
(i.e., sampling-based system monitoring with custom policy
enforcement). While Table 6 displays the generic pattern in
the left column, in the following, to explain how the pattern
works, we exploit the specific instance from our framework,
which is shown on the right in Table 6.

We recall that the orchestrator controls the execution from
a high abstraction level. Using as reference the abstraction
levels proposed by Lutz et al. [27], the orchestrator in our
framework operates at the task level, meaning that it manages
when and how the robot does something, irrespective of the
underlying implementation. All the lower-level details (e.g.,
the trajectory-planning algorithm) should be proprietary to
the robot manufacturer and dependent on the specific robot
model involved in the application. An implementation of
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these low-level algorithms has been provided to test the
model-driven framework, though we do not claim it is the
optimal one, since, for the reasons listed above, it is not the
core of this research.

The resulting code pattern consists of:
• a while loop that runs as long as all expressions
sj ∈ S(Υ) that map the automaton’s γj conditions,
with j ∈ [1, n], are false: in our specific instance,
these are sscs, sfail, and sstop. Within the loop, the
script: updates the state to o〈op〉 ∈ Σ; pauses for
time Tint ∈ K (sleep(Tint)); executes assignments
aO ∈ A(Υ); switches to ochk〈x〉 ∈ Σ; and pauses for
Tproc ∈ K seconds (sleep(Tproc)).

Upon switching to checking location ochk〈x〉 , the automa-
ton applies the orchestrator’s set of policies, referred to as
ξO (→ aO ∈ A(Υ)) [5], to the agents. After executing all
the instructions in ξO, one of the following guard conditions
might become true:

1) the condition that determines whether the mission has
ended with success γscs (→ sscs ∈ S(Υ));

2) the condition that determines whether the mission has
failed γfail (→ sfail ∈ S(Υ));

3) the condition that determines, for every controlled agent
in the system, whether the current agent’s action has to
stop γstop (→ sstop ∈ S(Υ)).

In the formal model, the time required by the orchestrator
to make a decision based on the current system state is
modeled by parameter Tproc ∈ K ⊂W . Once time Tproc has
elapsed (γproc = tact ≥ Tproc holds), if one of the outgoing
edges is enabled (γscs∨γstop∨γfail holds), the subcomponent
〈op〉_chk〈x〉 is left, otherwise the orchestrator switches back
to o〈op〉. The corresponding code block, shown in Table 6,
captures the cyclical succession of o〈op〉 and ochk〈x〉 . The
orchestrator script is put on hold for Tint seconds, while the
system evolves, through the programmatic instruction sleep

(the same happens afterwards for Tproc seconds in ochk〈x〉 ). A
set of policies equivalent to ξO(→ aO ∈ A(Υ)) is enforced
afterwards.

The variable o.l ∈ Υs ⊂ Υ that keeps track of the location
is updated to ochk〈x〉 and a second sleep instruction is issued
to pause the execution for Tproc seconds (thus, γproc is not
part of the condition for the while cycle). Identically to the
〈op〉_chk〈x〉 pattern, at this point the loop condition is re-
evaluated and, if γscs ∨ γstop ∨ γfail holds, the loop ends along
with the execution of this pattern.

As per Table 6, for the last pattern the cycle is explicitly
defined since it is part of an ordinary script external to the
simulator or the real agent, whose execution flow requires
explicit programming.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
As discussed in Section II-B, Statistical Model-Checking
is a valuable tool to analyze cyber-physical systems’ set-
tings at an early design stage. However, it cannot provide
all-inclusive results on its own [28]. The deployment mod-
ule presented in this paper strengthens the model-driven

framework by providing users with additional tools to test
and validate interactive scenarios. These features are enabled
by the fact that the deployment framework elements are a
rigorous transposition of the HA network. Therefore, the
approach ensures that the system will display corresponding
behavior at design-time and at deployment time.

In the following, we discuss the deployment module’s
validation process and present relevant case studies that serve
the following two purposes:
P1: provide evidence that the formally modeled and the

deployed agents behave correspondingly;
P2: showcase the relevance of the deployment module to the

overall assessment process.
Through simulation, analysts can test applications in phys-

ically accurate environments. Moreover, they can focus their
assessment on manually induced situations theoretically un-
likely to occur, but critical for the mission’s outcome. As
explained in Section I, the mission ends with success if the
robot successfully serves all humans. Failure, instead, can oc-
cur in two ways: 1) the robot’s battery gets fully discharged,
which makes the robot unable to move autonomously; 2) one
of the humans reaches full-exhaustion; therefore, they can no
longer move nor interact with the robot. To test the effec-
tiveness of the approach in all its possible use cases, our ex-
periments have focused on charge-critical or fatigue-critical
configurations that are fitting sources of stress to the system.

Experimental Setting
Though the approach is general, the performed experiments
are based on healthcare-related settings. The chosen experi-
mental setting is represented in Fig.9. The scenario features
a T-shaped hospital corridor with doors leading to offices
and two cupboards with medical equipment. We assume that
a mobile platform is deployed in this environment to assist
patients and employees. In this specific example, two humans
are requesting the robot’s assistance. The first person needs to
fetch an item whose location is unknown to them but known
to the robot. Therefore, the robot has to lead the human
to their destination (DEST 1 in Fig.9), and the suitable

FIGURE 9: Experimental setting used for both experiments. The picture
captures the layout from the simulator, which is identically replicated in
the formal model. The two humans and the robot are represented in their
starting positions. The picture also highlights the two destination points and
the location of the recharge station.
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TABLE 7: Summary of experimental parameters set. Parameters that
make the configuration critical are marked in red, whereas the ones the
decrease the degree of criticality are in green.

Exp.1a Exp.1b Exp.2

vmax 100cm/s 100cm/s 100cm/s

amax 50cm/s2 50cm/s2 50cm/s2

Cstart 30% 90% 50%

Tpoll 1s 1s 1s

µλ 0.5s 0.5s 0.5s

σλ 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s

Pattern 1 Human-
Follower

Human-
Follower

Human-
Follower

v1 100cm/s 100cm/s 80cm/s

Ftg.Prof. 1 Young-
Healthy

Young-
Healthy

Elderly-
Healthy

MET1 9210.34s 9210.34s 575.65s

dest1 (2300.0, 500.0) (2300.0, 500.0) (2300.0, 500.0)

Pattern 2 Human-Leader Human-Leader Human-Leader
v2 100cm/s 100cm/s 80cm/s

Ftg.Prof. 2 Young-
Healthy

Young-
Healthy

Young-Sick

MET2 9210.34s 9210.34s 460.51s

dest2 (2300.0, 100.0) (2300.0, 100.0) (2300.0, 100.0)

interaction pattern is Human-Follower. The second human is
a doctor who needs the robot to carry some tools. The doctor
has to lead the robot to the tools’ location (point DEST 2 in
Fig.9), conforming to the Human-Leader interaction pattern.
Both patterns are described in more detail in Section II-B.

Results obtained by applying our model-driven approach
to this scenario significantly vary depending on parameter
values. As already discussed, the two critical factors are
the robot battery charge (Cstart) and the fatigue profiles of
the two humans (pf1, pf2), presented in Section II-B. The
fatigue profile determines the Maximum Endurable Time
(MET) value—i.e., how long a subject can walk non-stop
before reaching full exhaustion. The MET is an indicator
of how critical a fatigue profile is. When the human is
walking, fatigue grows exponentially (F (t) = 1 − e−νt)
[26]. Since full exhaustion occurs when F equals 1 − ε,
it follows that the MET value is − ln (ε)

ν , where parameter
ε represents an uncertainty factor due to sensors’ inaccu-
racy and human physiology variability. If we assume that ε
equals 0.01, full exhaustion is reached when F equals 0.99.
The Young/Healthy fatigue profile corresponds to a MET
of 5991.5s [29]. With an Elderly/Healthy profile, the MET
equals 374.5s, whereas with the Young/Sick profile the MET
equals 299.6s (see Table 7).

We present two significant use cases, hereinafter referred
to as Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Experiment 1 presents
a charge-critical configuration and consists of two itera-
tions of the approach (labelled as Experiment 1a and 1b).
Experiment 2 starts with a fatigue-critical configuration.
Table 7 summarizes the parameters for each experimental
configuration. As explained in Section V, the listed design

parameters and the low-level algorithms are specified for a
generic mobile platform fit for testing purposes. However,
they would need to be tuned (or come pre-packaged with the
simulation model) based on the specific robot model to be
deployed in a real environment.

Experimental Validation Process
The validation process we followed to assess if the deploy-
ment framework is an accurate translation of the formal
model (i.e., goal P1) consists of the following steps (also
conforming to the framework presented in Section II-B):

1) automatically generate the formal model configured
according to parameters in Table 7;

2) run the SMC experiment to estimate the probability of
success by verifying property ψ presented in Section
II-B. The upper part of Table 8 displays the chosen
time-bound values and performance data (duration of
the experiment and number of states explored);

3) deploy the application in the simulated environment,
with a real human user giving instructions to the human
avatar in the scene;

4) collect the simulations’ log files and compute metrics
to compare the system’s behavior at design-time and
at runtime and draw conclusions about the soundness
of the deployment approach. The bottom part of Table
8 displays the resulting values of such metrics for each
experiment, which will be analyzed in more detail later
in this section.

Further remarks are necessary about the data shown in
Table 8 and how we have calculated it. Firstly we have
empirically analyzed single traces for all experiments to
estimate the average duration of the mission and choose the
time-bound τ accordingly. Hence, we reasonably rule out the
possibility of obtaining a low probability of success due to an
insufficient time-bound.

In the second place, it is necessary to explain why the
number of runs differs between design-time and runtime.
Before running the SMC experiment, Uppaal automatically
computes the number of traces (i.e., runs) necessary to reach
the required level of confidence 0.95. Since the set of statis-
tical parameters (including the confidence) of Uppaal is the
same for all experiments, this computation yields the same
result, that is, 389 runs of the system. The deployment phase
is not subject to such statistical requirements. Therefore,
we choose to produce a number of simulation runs that is
meaningful for practical reasons. If we assume that about 40
people might be served by the robot every day for 5 workdays
a week and 2 humans are served in each run, simulating the
mission about 100 times realistically corresponds to testing
the deployment framework over the span of a week.

To fulfill goal P2, the validation process also envisages the
following step:

5) while simulating the application, force situations that
can lead to mission failure which are not covered
by the formal model and, thus, not accounted for by
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TABLE 8: Metrics to evaluate the correspondence between the formal model (FM) and the simulated system behavior at deployment time (SIM). The
upper part of the table reports performance data about the Statistical Model-Checking experiments and the number of runs for each experiment. In the bottom
part, the above-mentioned metrics are listed. These metrics concern the average mission duration in simulation and the time-bound (τ ) for the verification, the
resulting probability of success within the specified time-bound, and the expected values for the most critical physical variables: the two humans’ fatigue (Fh1
and Fh2, respectively) and robot battery charge (C).

Experiment 1a Experiment 1b Experiment 2
FM SIM FM SIM FM SIM

Runs 389 102 389 109 389 100

States 260961 − 520962 − 651867 −
Verification Time [min] 1.05 − 2.38 − 2.63 −

Avg. Completion Time [s] − 65.32 − 66.10 − 70.95

Time-bound (τ ) [s] 70 − 70 − 80 −
P≤τ (� scs) [%] ≥ 90.186 96.1 ≥ 90.186 94.5 ≥ 90.186 100

E≤τ [max(Fh1)] [%] 1.37± 0.3 1.36 1.39± 0.2 1.43 25.54± 4.9 25.57

E≤τ [max(Fh2)] [%] 0.92± 0.3 0.96 0.93± 0.4 1.06 23.83± 3.7 21.43

E≤τ [min(C)] [%] 24.82 24.82 89.36 89.26 54.25 54.10

verification results. Some examples and possible coun-
termeasures for each experiment are presented in the
corresponding subsections.

The deployment framework used for the experiments is
available at [30]. Recording of sample simulation runs is also
provided for interested readers [31]. The formal model is
created with Uppaal v.4.1.24 [12].5 The virtual environment
is created using CoppeliaSim v.3.6.2. The deployment units’
scripts are implemented in Python v.3.6.9 and the LUA
scripting language.6 Finally, the middleware layer is built
using the ROS Melodic distribution v.1.14.7.

A. EXPERIMENT 1: CHARGE-CRITICAL
CONFIGURATION

Experiment 1a involves two young healthy humans and a
robot with a low charge value (Cstart = 30%). With this con-
figuration, when the mission starts, the robot approximately
has 350s of battery life remaining. If both humans start walk-
ing as soon as it is their turn to be served and they perform
flawlessly, 350s are sufficient to complete the mission. As
Table 8 shows, the average mission completion time observed
in the simulations is 65.32s. This result is compatible with
the time-bound empirically chosen for the formal verifica-
tion (70s), which leads to a success probability interval—
estimated with SMC—of [0.90186, 1]. This success rate is
confirmed while deploying the application since processing
the collected log files reveals that in 96.1% of the simulations
the mission was indeed successfully completed within 70s.
Note that, with a slight abuse of notation, both in Table 8
and below the success rate of the deployed application is still
indicated as P≤τ (� scs), as in the formal model; however, it
is not calculated through SMC, but as the ratio between how

5SMC experiments are performed on a Linux machine with 128 cores,
515GB of RAM, and Debian Linux version 10.

6Simulations are executed on a Ubuntu 18.04 virtual machine with 2 cores
and 4GB of RAM.
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FIGURE 10: Plot of the unsuccessful simulation run from Experiment
1a. Green lines correspond to human fatigue ([0 − 100]), while the orange
line corresponds to the battery charge ([0− 10]). Human 2 starts walking at
t ' 320s, about 270s after the first human has been served, causing mission
failure (bch ' 0%).

many runs feature the mission successfully ending within τ
and the total number of runs, as per Eq.3.

P≤τ (� scs) =
# successful runs within τ

# runs
(3)

Besides the success rate, it is crucial to also verify that
physical variables are accurately simulated. To this end,
we have calculated through Uppaal the expected value for
the maximum value of fatigue reached by the two humans
and the residual battery charge at the end of the mission
(thus, the minimum value since, in these scenarios, the robot
never recharges). The same three metrics are extracted from
the simulation logs. By comparing these indicators, we can
conclude that both fatigue and charge evolutions in time are
consistent with the results obtained with the formal model.
In both phases, the two humans reach a negligible value of
fatigue (∼ 1%) as they both conform to the “best” fatigue
profile and only walk for about 30s each, whereas the resid-
ual level of charge is approximately 24%.

After a thorough evaluation of the system’s behavior in
“regular” circumstances, the analyst can forcedly induce the
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situation in which the second human does not start as soon
as it is their turn, and the whole execution of the mission is
delayed (see Fig.10). The cause of the delay in a real setting
could be the doctor being unexpectedly held up or failing to
react immediately, which is a common human mistake [32].
The consequently extended duration of the mission leads
to the robot being fully discharged before its completion,7

which is one of the two possible causes of failure.
The analyst is now able to assess the unsuccessful sim-

ulation run. They might decide that this manifestation of
human free will is plausible in real life and critical enough to
motivate a scenario refinement and an additional iteration of
the design-time analysis. Since humans cannot be program-
matically instructed to perform actions in a machine-like
manner (neither in the formal model nor in real life), the
most sensible refinement action would be selecting a higher
value of Cstart. If multiple mobile platforms are available, this
can be realized by choosing a different robot from the fleet,
otherwise by recharging the robot before starting the mission.

The new configuration is shown in Table 7 as Experiment
1b, with the updated value of Cstart = 90%. The second
iteration of SMC experiments, with τ = 70s, yields the same
success rate P≤τ (� scs) ∈ [0.90186, 1] (see Table 8). Re-
running the batch of simulations leads to similar results as
for Experiment 1a: the average completion time is approxi-
mately 66s and the success rate within 70s is 94.5%. Note
that metrics concerning fatigue are almost unchanged with
respect to Experiment 1a and are still comparable to the ones
estimated with the formal model. As expected, the residual
battery charge is higher than for Experiment 1a (about 89%)
coherently with the different value of Cstart.

B. EXPERIMENT 2: FATIGUE-CRITICAL
CONFIGURATION
The setup for Experiment 2 is more critical in terms of
human endurance to physical strain. Specifically, criticality
arises from the different fatigue profiles Elderly/Healthy and
Young/Sick, as in Table 7. In practice, the second subject
could be an employee with an undiagnosed condition affect-
ing their respiratory capacity and physical endurance.

For this experiment, we have calculated the same metrics
described in Section VI-A, whose resulting values are also
shown in Table 8. The chosen value for τ in this case is
80s, which is slightly higher than for Experiment 1 since
humans walk at a slower pace due to the critical health
conditions. The SMC experiment yields a success probability
range of [0.90186, 1]. Therefore, as in Experiment 1, the ana-
lyst would have sufficient evidence to consider the mission
fit for deployment. Also in this case, the results obtained
at design-time are confirmed by deploying the application.
The average mission completion time is 70.95s which, as
expected, is slightly higher than for Experiment 1 and com-

7Although the robot can recharge itself both in the formal model and
during simulation, it is effectively busy serving a leader human when it
reaches the recharge threshold (C = 20%). Under these circumstances, the
robot cannot halt service delivery even if the human is delaying their action.
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FIGURE 11: Plot of the unsuccessful simulation run for Experiment 2.
Green lines correspond to human fatigue ([0 − 100]), while the orange line
corresponds to the battery charge ([0 − 100]). The plot shows that the first
human is successfully served in about 50s as expected, whereas the second
one keeps moving until they reach full exhaustion leading to mission failure
(Fh2 ' 100%).

pliant with the chosen time-bound. More specifically, all the
performed simulations were successfully completed within
τ = 80s (P≤τ (� scs) = 100%). The expected values for the
fatigue peaks are significantly higher than in the previous
experiment (∼ 20%�∼ 1%) due to the different fatigue
profiles, but they are still compliant with the values calculated
through Uppaal at design-time. The same stands for the robot
battery charge. Therefore, also in this second experiment, the
deployed system’s behavior shows evidence of an accurate
transposition of the formal model.

Nevertheless, suppose now that the second subject—with
a more critical fatigue profile—follows an erratic trajectory
and not the shortest one. This situation can be simulated in
the virtual environment. Fig.11 shows a specific simulation
run in which the second human exhibits this behavior and
keeps walking until full exhaustion. The first human reaches
their destination in approximately 50s (as in Fig.11, they
stop walking and start resting). The second human starts
walking at around t = 20s and keeps moving for about
450s. As in Table 7, a subject with the Young/Sick fatigue
profile can walk non-stop at most for approximately 7.5min
(MET2 = 460.51s). Therefore, the mission fails after about
500s because the second human reaches the maximum en-
durable value of fatigue.

This specific manifestation of human autonomy is not
covered by the formal model in its current development
stage. It follows that SMC experiments do not account for
this possibility and yield a very high value for the chances
of success. Indeed, as explained in Section V, the formal
model accounts for human autonomy only to some extent;
in particular, it covers the possibility of a human disobeying
a command or freely deciding when to start or stop. On the
other hand, it currently does not allow for the possibility that
the human freely strays from the planned trajectory, as in the
simulation in Fig.11.
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C. DISCUSSION
Firstly, the experiments in Section VI-A and Section VI-B
provide evidence that the formally modeled and the virtually
simulated agents behave correspondingly. Comparing the
average completion times and success rates allows us to
conclude that the deployed robot controller issues the same
commands as the corresponding automaton and with the
same timing, leading to mission success in a comparable
amount of time. As for human fatigue and battery charge
metrics, it is not surprising that fatigue is—apparently—
less accurately simulated than charge: the average formal
model-to-deployment error for fatigue is 5.35% while it is
only 0.13% for the battery charge. This discrepancy is due
to the higher degree of variability of fatigue ascribable to
the unpredictability of human behavior. On the other hand,
battery charge evolution in time is entirely deterministic, thus
leading to a minor error.

Furthermore, by assessing these experimental results it is
possible to identify two types of model-to-reality discrep-
ancies that can be detected through deployment. In the first
case, as in Experiment 1, even if the deployment highlights a
failure due to a gap in the formal model, it is still feasible
to counteract it by tuning the parameters of the scenario,
e.g., the initial battery charge Cstart. In the second case, of
which Experiment 2 is an example, the failure caused by
the gap in the formal model can only be tackled at design-
time by refining the formal model itself. The fundamental
difference is that the first case can be directly handled by the
analyst (Type I refinement), whereas the second case requires
expertise in formal modeling that they are unlikely to possess
(Type II refinement). The next step in the development of
the approach is, therefore, the creation of an automated
procedure that processes data from scenarios deployed in
real-life settings and refines the SHA network. By doing so,
it will become possible to identify and counteract Type II
failures with multiple iterations of the design-time analysis.

VII. RELATED WORK
The work presented in this paper mainly revolves around a
code generation technique that translates a Stochastic Hybrid
Automata network into a robotic deployment framework.
There are several works in literature with a comparable goal,
though often targeting a different formalism or a different
phase of the software development process. In some cases,
testing rather than deployment is the main purpose, as TA
can be exploited to automatically generate offline and online
test-cases (e.g., for ROS packages [33]). There are also
previous attempts at porting a formal model to a simulation
environment. One such example is the TestIt framework,
that generates a simulator-agnostic simulation environment
for multi-agent robotic applications starting from Timed Au-
tomata [34]. Other works focus on code analysis and explore
the possibility to highlight potential flaws in a ROS-based
infrastructure through model-checking [23]. Another notable
example is the work by Wang et al. [35], presenting a model-
driven framework to convert a TA network into C++ code,

which is tested on a robot grasping task.
This brief survey suggests that developing code generation

techniques starting from formal models is valuable to the
robotic field. The approach allows for testing and deploy-
ment of robotic applications whose properties (for example,
concerning safety or efficiency) have been formally verified.
On the other hand, the assistive robotics domain, to which
this work is tailored, calls for a sound mathematical formula-
tion of human physiological and behavioral properties to be
involved in the formal verification process. More complex
time-dynamics mean that Timed Automata—including the
non-deterministic or probabilistic extensions—or temporal
logic-based notations [36] no longer suffice as they require
a hybrid formalism.

Pre-existing works that introduce translation principles of
Hybrid Automata into executable code do not suit robotic ap-
plications. In some cases, modular architectures with parallel
components are the target [37], whereas interactive robotic
applications require a hierarchical deployment structure with
an intermediary middleware layer. As previously noted, some
works target testing and code coverage rather than deploy-
ment [38], or model-to-model transformations, such as HA to
SLSF diagrams [39]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the work presented in this paper is the first introducing a
mapping principle between a HA network and a software
architecture compatible with a ROS-based robotic system.

The research line on verification and simulation techniques
for analyzing human-robot interaction is also worthy of dis-
cussion. Simulation can be used to estimate the final level of
satisfaction of the human customer after short-term human-
robot interactions [40]. Some works focus on the planning
phase of the robotic mission, for example analyzing alter-
native workflows for the task driven by human input [41].
Quintas et al. [42] investigate how an agent’s performance
is affected by interaction workflows in its decision-making
process. The framework processes a high-level description
of the scenario and the human that will interact with the
robot to generate a mission plan graph. The inclusion of a
human operator model is also of paramount importance in the
Virtual Commissioning (VC) of collaborative manufacturing
tasks, whose purpose is to test in advance the reaction of the
system to malfunctions [43]. Webster et al. [44] also argue
that different verification and validation (V&V) techniques
are not fully exhaustive when they are used alone, but should
be combined into a corroborative approach to considerably
increase their effectiveness.

To conclude, an approach based on formal methods, such
as the one presented in this paper, can significantly benefit
the software development lifecycle in terms of dependability.
The vast majority of industry professionals who have em-
ployed formal verification techniques report a quality boost
for the final product [45], and demand for this kind of
approach is rapidly growing [46]. This kind of approach
can prove especially beneficial to cyber-physical systems,
where robots interact with the environment and humans [4].
Therefore, software running on robots in charge of decision-
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making must result from a trustworthy verification process.
The deployment approach presented in this paper paves the
way for a dependable code generation technique retaining the
features verified while designing the robotic application.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a model-driven deployment approach to
generate deployable code from a specific subset of SHA.
If applied to the assistive robotics domain, the methodol-
ogy allows roboticists to deploy formally-verified interactive
applications or simulate them in a realistic virtual environ-
ment. The model-to-code conversion principle ensures that
the deployed system behaves correspondingly to the original
formal model, thus guaranteeing the retention of properties
verified at design time. We provide empirical evidence of
code conformity through experimental use cases from the
healthcare setting. Simulation can also prove valuable to
induce problematic contingencies which are not covered by
the formal model and might call for a refinement of the
robotic mission.

The approach lends itself to several future development
directions. First and foremost, the framework ought to be
validated in a real environment, as mentioned in Section III.
Furthermore, the framework will be further expanded with a
module in charge of automatically refining the SHA network,
specifically the human behavior model, based on logs from
real-life runs. We also plan to improve the user-friendliness
of the approach by developing a Domain-Specific Language
(DSL) that allows users to configure scenarios in more detail.
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